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EMPLOYMENT,INCOME AND FOOD INTAKE OF TI{E POOR

Sharadini Rath

This paper sets out the major results of a study conducted to examine revealed linlcs between
employment, income and food intake for poor households. The study was conducted in nvo villages
of southern tribal Oissa and one village in south Kerala. Data was collected from a total of 120
householdsfor afull 366 consecutive days, with daily details pertaining to time spent by each member,
income andfood intake. The study shows that in poor households, food intake and the amount of time
spent in productive activities go hand in hand. Those who eat more, are also seen to be working
more. Those who eat less, are also seen to be working less. It is hoped that this will provide an
important input to the debate on the declining food intake among the poor seen in many States of
India.

BACKGROUND AND PREMISES:

There has been an ongoing debate in the
literature about defining the poverty line.
Historically, it was proposed that it be read off by
the 24OO/2100 kcal measure from each NSSO
survey. However, this was never really done, and
while notional lip service continues to be paid to
this method, the estimation of the poor has moved
into the realms of applying price indices to various
contrivances of what passes for the State level
consumption expenditure numbers. In view of
this, the present study was undertaken in an
attempt to enhance our understanding ofthe food
intake measurements of the consumer
expenditure surveys of the National Sample
Survey Organisation. Thus, the first, and perhaps
the primary motivation of the present
examination was to attempt to link, as directly as
possible, the food intake data with the economic
activity of the poor.

Whatever the inadequacies/shortcomings of
the present methods of'estimating the poverty
Iine, the factremains thatNSSO still collects data
on household food intake and these numbers show

trends that need to be examined fortheir own sake,

since for many States they show an alarming
decline in per capita per day intake. For example,
if the 2400 kcal method was to be applied to the
2004-05 NSSO round, poverty would stand at
above 70 per cent. While there are doubts if the
Planning Commission figure of 25 per cent is
reliable, such high poverty ratios also raise
questions. Why is it that the calorie method gives

such high estimates of poverty? What was the
food intake data telling us about how the poor

have been living? Why are people eating less?
NSS data cannot answer these questions. But they
do need to be answered, because the phenomenon

oflow food intake needs an explanation in itself.

In this study, we propose to examine if there
was any link between the food intake of the poor
and their economic activity, in order to establish
a broader interpretation of the NSSO calorific
data. This, it is hoped, would lead to a better
understanding of the 'reasons' behind the
consumption baskets presented by the lower 40
per cent on the poverty ladder. Why do the poor
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eat the way they do? And how is it connected to
the work they are engaged in? These are the
questions being asked in this study.

The study is also intended to help understand
how to compare the poor from one state with the
poor from another; an abiding consideration, one
might say an obsession, ofthose devising various
schemes for estimating poverty from NSSO data.

For completely practical reasons of having
local partners who were interested in participating
in the study, the States of Orissa and Kerala were
chosen. This choice led to the addition ofanother
objective to the study design; namely, to make a
comparison between the oldest and most
dominant economic activity of the subcontinent,
agriculture, and the non-agrarian 'new economy'
of the 'educated' poor. The choice of the two
states presented us with an opportunity to test how
the marginal illiterate farmers of Orissa fared in
comparison with therelatively better educated but
landless poor of Kerala. Since the Orissa
households were also tribal, they had poor access
to everything, education, health care, markets,
urban centres, and information of all kinds, to
name the basics. This was in clear contrast to the
general status of the rural poor in Kerala. The
temptation to compare the marginal illiterate
farmers of Orissa with the relatively better
educated but landless poor of Kerala was too great
to avoid. So, while a comparison between two
dominantly agricultural household samples was
entirely possible, the Kerala households were
deliberately chosen to bq non-agricultural.

Structure of Data:

For the study, we collected data from a total
of 120 households, 60 each in Orissa and Kerala,
for 366 consecutive days, from Decemb er | ,2Cf.3
to November 30, 2004. The households were from
the following origins:
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t . Sanabaleshwar, district Raigada, Orissa: l6
households (50 per cent sample of total, only
tribal)
Upper Godala, district Koraput, Orissa: 44
households (33 per cent sample of total,
tribal, non-tribal Sundhis and SCs)
Muttakaud, district Trivandrum, Kerala: 50
households (50 per cent sample of landless
daily wage households from one ward of
Muttakaud)
Vavamoola, district Trivandrum, Kerala: l0
households (purposive sample of landless
households, that lease land for vegetable
cultivation)

The choice of the villages was driven
fundamentally by collaborators in these two states
who were interested in participating in the study.

* In Orissa, the study collaborator is the
Council for Analytical Tribal Studies
(COATS) in Koraput. The two villages in
Orissa were studied 20 years ago in 1984, by
J. Samal, a senior advisor at COATS now,
for his Ph.D. thesis. He continued to have
contact with the people there, and this paved
the way for a repeat study. One of the
COATS field investigators became the
monitor and tabulator. Two villagers from
Sanabaleshwar and four from Upper Godala
were employed as the daily enumerators,
with whom the monitor coordinated data
collection.

In Kerala, the study collaborator is
Thanal, an NGO working in environment,
waste and sustainable agricuiture, based in
Trivandrum. They were working in
Muttakaud and Vavamoola to promote
organic farming and had contacts within the
community. Without their presence it is
highly unlikely that any household in these
villages would have participated in the study.
The monitor/tabulator in this case was a

2.

3.

4.
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part-time organic farmer from Muttakaud,
and there were 4 enumerators, 2 from
Muttakaud and 2 from Vavamoola.r

The following information was collected from
each of these households:

Household information (recorded once at the
beginning of the study): names of members,
age, sex, education, assets (land, animals,
consumer goods), occupations (main and
secondary), average levels of food
consumption, dominant foods eaten, average
frequency ofpurchase ofvarious food items,
child mortality, family planning methods,
chronic illnesses, and sources of water and
cooking fuel

Household information (recorded every day
of the study year): household food items
cooked (amounts) and purchased (amounts
and prices)

Personal information (recorded every day of
the study year): how each member of the
household had spent the day (details of
activities), how much s/he had earned (cash
or kind) - this included harvest, trade and
minor forest produce collection, food eaten
outside the house (amount and price)

The daily data was collected in the evening in
all villages. One extra month of data for
November 2003 was collected to make sure that
it was possible for the enumerators to finish their
lot in a reasonable amount of time, and also to get
the households habituated to the regime. It
worked and by the beginning of December 2003,
the women of the household would be waiting for
the enumerator to turn up, and would start giving
information in the order in which it was printed
in the schedules, without having to be prompted
too much.
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The first two sections will give d5tailed
analysis of the data from the two Orissa villages,
Sanabaleshwar and Upper Godala. The third
section will deal with both the Kerala villages
taken together. And the fourth will give some
comparisons between the Orissa and Kerala
households, with the insights that they yield.

All data in the entire paper is from the study
unless specifically otherwise stated. Some of the
charts presented in the paper have days ofthe year
marked by day rather than month. For ready
reference, Table 1.0 gives the corresponding day
ranges for the calendar months.

Table 1.0. Calendar Months and Respective Day Range
for the Data

Day range

2.

3.

0 - December
I - January
2 - February
3 - March
4 - April
5 - M a y
6 - June
7 - July
8 - August
9 - September
l0 - October
ll - November

-31  to  - l
I t o 3 l

32 to 60
6l to 9l
92to l2l
122 to 152
153 ro  182
183 to  213
214 to 244
245 to274
275 to 305
306 to 335

I. SANABALESHWAR

Introduction

Set in a small hollow high in the hills of the
Rayagada forest division, close on the banks of a
fast flowing mountain river, this is a village of
exclusively Kandha tribals. The main road that
connects Koraput to Rayagada passes by Guma,
where one takes the turn-off to Sanabaleshwar
and climbs continuously for 12 kms before
reaching the village. There is no bus service or
other transport on this very bad fair weather road.
There is one large mountain river with only a bund
and many smaller streams to be crossed on the
way. If one stands by this river near the bund
during monsoon, it is not possible to hear one's
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own voice. Some of the young men in the hills
above do brave it with ropes or wait until the rain
breaks a little, but for most of the population, it
is impassable while the rains last. The
government health centre is in Guma, as is the
ration shop and the market.

In his Ph. D. thesis2 Samal describes
Sanabaleshwar as follows:

"This is a typical tribal village from the 1000
feet plateau region. It is typical in two ways:
firstly, it is situated in the hill region with some
forest growth, where shifting cultivation on
forest land as well as dependence on forest
products for living are quite significant.
Secondly, itis typical of the small tribal village
with population of around a hundred".

Some 20 years later, this is exactly how
Sanabaleshwar can be described today. There
were 28 households in 1982 with a population of
116: there are 32 households now with a
population of 129. While some shifts have taken
place in the details of livelihood profiles, the
dominant role played by shifting cultivation
remains unchanged. In February, 2004, during the
study period, a group of 5 households opened up
a new patch in the forest about 8 kms from the
village, and began the hard task of clearing the
land and preparing it for that year's monsoon.
This meant walking to the new land every day,
back and forth, dodging forest officials, along
paths that were new, with tools that remain as
limited today as they were 20 years ago.

However, there were tangible changes to be
'seen'. During our present visits, Dr. Samal
thought they did not look as malnourished as they
did in his time, and the children seemed to have
more energy. But a 6 month old baby looked
fragile, with neck, wrists and ankles no thicker
than 2 adult fingers, and big head and belly. In the
space between the two rows of very neatly made
and decorated mud and thatch huts, there was now
a spanking new broad concrete veranda.
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The primary school is in Badabaleshwar just
across the river that none of us going from
Koraput was willing to cross even in high
summer. Village people cross it by stepping over
exposed stones in the river bed. In the monsoon,
it is completely impossible for anybody to cross
it. This is the source of all water in Sanabaleshwar.
The teacher lived 25 kms away in Rayagada and
his visits usually coincided with the
Sanabaleshwar liquor brewer's calendar. He also
usually took the mid-day meal rice, meant for
children, home with him.

Most of the farm land that belonged to the
households in Sanabaleshwar lay close to the
village itself, very much within about 15-20
minute walking distance. But all this land is on
hill slopes. There is very little land that does not
have a slope of less than 30 degrees. There are
small patches of flat land close to the houses, and
this is wheremostof the vegetables thatthe village
consumes are grown. There is no irrigation of any
kind and agriculture is entirely rain-fed. There is
notopsoil and the fields are stony. It is not possible
to use bullocks for ploughing much at all, and it
is usually done by hand and hoe. Seeds are
broadcast, and the level ofcare taken varies a great
deal across households, when it comes to
weeding. The younger households are better at it
than the older ones. The land close to the village
is old land, cultivated every year, with a few
people even having revenue papers for it. But
mostdidnot. Many households alsodo communal
shifting cultivation to some degree. These lands,
ofcourse, shift location and size about every six
to seven years. However, most people know
approximately how much total land they are
cultivating at any given point in time, which may
or may not be all of the land to which they lay
claim.

Like all tribal societies in India, households
are nuclear. When sons marry they build a house
of their own and move out of the parental
dwelling. A bride price is paid, usually in rice and
liquor. But they all live very close together. There
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are 3 family lines in Sanabaleshwar - Praska,
Miniyaka and Manding. There is a headman,
Praska Nilamber, the eldest son of the headman
in Dr. Samal's time, Praska Dora, who is now
dead. Dora's younger brother Ambru was
enumerator for Dr. Samal. For this study, a much
olderAmbru was assisted by Dora's youngest son
Dasa (uncle and nephew) in enumerating the daily
data.

It is hoped that this basic description gives an
idea of the situation of Sanabaleshwar and the
conditions of life for its inhabitants.

Basic Demography

Table I . I takes a look at the census done before
the study began and gives a good deal of basic
information about Sanabaleshwar's inhabitants.

Table l.l. Baslc Census Information About
Sanabaleshwar

Total number of people
Total number of households
Females (7o)
Males (7o)
Adults (7o)
Children ( 16 or less years) (%)
Average age (years)
Number to have attended school (class I or 2)
Age groups
0 - 5
6 -  1 6
t7  - 25

2 6 - 4 5
46 -60
Above 60
Total
Land holding by households
0.5 acres
I - 2 acres
Larger than 2 acres
Other assets
Households with cows (l-3)
Households with bullocks (1-3)
Households with poultry and ducks (2-3)
Households with some gold (Rs. 1000-5m0)
Household asset value (animals and other items) (Rs)
2 0 - 5 0
1000 - 2300
2400 - 4500
5000 and above

t29
JZ

54.30
45.70
57.40
42.64
22.80

8

7
5
7
6
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A large proportion of the population is
concentrated in the 17 to 40 years age range.
Among the over 40 population women outnumber
men. This is one of the reasons why the proportion
of females to males in the total population is so
much larger.

There is no education to speak of. While in the
census, 2 families reported sending their children
to school, in the daily data this is not seen to be
happening at all. Most children are simply
running around all day or, when slightly older,
working at some task or the other. One of the
reasons for this is the inaccessibility ofthe school,
which is across the river. Besides, the teacher
rarely attends himself. When asked why, he
claimed that it was because the children refuse to
attend!

All the women in the village put together had
borne 140 children of whom 49 had died. The
age-wise break-up is given in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2. Lms of Children by Women by Age Group

Age groups Total born Total dead

(3)(2)0 )

6
l6
8
l9
49

35
20
l9
35
l9
I

t29

20
f

5
8

I J

E

25 -28
3 0 - 3 5
N -  4 5

50 and above
Total

l 8
39
29
54
140

All households have some land. Size of land
holdings is typically very small. Most of this land
is what is called dongar land, or dry hillside land,
usually also with a considerable slope. Only one
household has some low-land paddy, and two
have some up-land paddy. These patches, the only
cultivable flat land around the village, are close
to the river and give only one paddy crop peryear,
harvested in October. The reported land size is
not all put to cultivation every year, especially if
it is somewhat far away from the village.
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Milk is never used, for any purpose
whatsoever. We did not come across any case of
a cow/calf being sold for meat, but there is record
of beef consumption in the Sanabaleshwar survey
data. It is not clear whose cattle it was. The
bullocks are used for ploughing whenever
possible, though, given the slopes, this is very
hard. They are occasionally rented to others for
small sums. However, there are two dedicated
cowherd families in the village, and the children
from these families spend most of their time
taking all the animals around the forest for
grasing. They are given a meal on most days by
one of the owner families, and occasionally some
grain, as payment for this communal service.
There are a few pigs, but no goats. Dr. Samal has
an amusing instance of Sanabaleshwar being
given some goats under a government
programme. He was told later that they were all
'turned into cows'. Goats are not liked because
they tend to get lost on the forested hill slopes and
are hard to mind. Chickens and ducks are eaten,
as are eggs. However, such intake is very
occasional, depending on availability.

The families with larger amount of gold are
also the ones with the bullocks and cows. Two of
these own the only paddy land available to the
village.

Out of the 32 households in this village, we
took a sample of 50 per cent, 16 households for
the study and for collecting the 365 day data. Their
basic age - sex distribution is given in Table 1.3

Table 1.3. Age - Sex Distribution of Members of Sample
Households

Age groups Female Male

'€
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There were 45 household members of age
greater than 5 years. The entire analysis
henceforth refers to these members.

In the following three sections, we describe the
three principal components of the study in detail:
occupation or employment, wage or income, and
food intake or nutrition.

Activities, Occupations and Employment

Daily data on activities of all family members
in each of the 16 sample households was taken,
for convenience of reporting, by dividing the day
into two parts - the early or morning part and the
later or afternoon/evening part. Everybody
reported what activities he/she performed in the
two parts of the day. For example: did housework
for the morning half and collected firewood in the
afternoon half. Children below the age of 5 were
not asked this question. However, as mentioned
earlier, to discount one activity at the outset, there
was no report of any children going to school at
any time of the year from any of the 16 sample
families. Fortherest, activities can bedivided into
three main groups.

1. Agricultural Tasks: These are almost
exclusively done on own land. There is no
reporting of wage labour in other people's land,
and very minute numbers of exchange labour
days.

Agriculture results in two types of produce in
Sanabaleshwar: that which is consumed
exclusively at home and that is which is
exclusively sold or bartered. There are a few
things that are dominantly eaten at home, and sold
very occasionally, usually in times of some
distress.

Sanabaleshwar produces a diverse variety of
cereals, all for own consumption. These include
ragi, kosla, jonha, kangu, maize and a small
amount of paddy. Kosla and kangu are minor
millets, while johna is jowar. Kangu is a variety

0 - 5
6 - 1 6
t7  -25
2 6 - 4 5
46-60

Above 60
Total

t 2
J

5
8
7
0
35

7n

l 0
6
l9
9
I

65

8
7
I
l l
2
I
3
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of wild rice, many times used to make sweet rice.
Ragi and rice are the staple cereals that are most
liked in the village, but the others are also
consumed in as much quantity as produced. In
fact, they constitute the major staple in some parts
of the year, and are substituted for rice. Rice is
the only cereal that is purchased, from the ration
shop as well as the open market. All the others
are produced on own land. It is hard to find some
of these cereals in the market in Guma, and it was
at times difficult to find a price for them.

Rice gruel mixed liberally with ragi powder or
some other cereal forms the bulk of the daily diet.
This is usually eaten with a very sour mixture of
tamarind pulp, salt and chilli. A handful of pulses
are used occasionally when they are available, all
of which are grown in the village. Various
pumpkin varieties like bottle gourd and red
pumpkin are greatly relished and grown in the
small backyards behind the houses on bamboo
trellises. Other vegetables are also occasionally
grown, such as brinjal and tomato, but in small
quantities.

There are some crops, the oil seed niger and a
pulse called kandula, which are sold in entirity.
A wholesale purchaser comes to the village and
picks up the entire stock of the village in one go.

Agricultural activities encompass the usual
plethora of seasonal tasks. Cleaning and making
the land ready for the rains, ploughing, sowing,
weeding, guarding, harvesting and winnowing.
There are some activities in which the whole
household works, mainly during sowing,
harvesting and winnowing.

2. Forage and Collection of Minor Forest
Produce: Both are forest based activities. The
distinction is that forage results in products that
are exclusively used by the household. They are
not traded for anything outside at all. Some such
products are firewood and root vegetables that
grow wild in the forest. These wild roots are very
popular as cereal substitutes and there are short
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periods of the year when they dominate the diet.
Mangos are also rarely sold. They are eaten and
the kernels ground, washed in the stream and the
paste dried to a powder to be stored and used as
a replacement for ragi powder in rice gruel.

Minor forest produce, on the other hand, is
almost exclusively used to trade, either for cash
or kind. These can be specific types of leaves,
flowers or fruit which have a clear market. Some
flowers (mahula) are traditionally traded for salt,
sometimes in very large quantities. Siali leaves
are collected, dried and sold. Amla is also sold in
bulk in season. Bamboo is usually illegally
harvested from the forest and sold in Rayagada.
This trade seems to have reduced a great deal since
Samal's time. People in these villages are still
very wary of admitting to this and we had to have
a separate meeting to get an estimate of how much
each sample household had traded in bamboo.
The other big minor forest produce is broom.
Again a wholesale agent comes and picks up the
entire stock. Thatch is also sold, in small
quantities, and not by everybody. It is mostly used
forrepairingroofs. There is also avery small trade
in various medicinal barks and roots. This was
hard to capture and was not recorded many times.
However, the income from this is minute (to the
tune of I 00 rupees per year for a few households).

Table 1.4 gives a percentage break up of the
frequencies of some major activities within minor
forest produce (MFP) collection. All others are 5
per cent or less.

Table 1.4. Break up of Total Days Spent on Major
Forage and MFP Activities by Percentage ofFrequency

Major Forage and MFP Activities % o f
Frequency

(2\( l )

Firewood collection
Cow herding
Siali leaf collection
Digging for edible roots
Broom collection

38.40
t6-20
t4.20
9.20
7.40
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3. Non-productive Activities (Other): This
category is dominated by housework by women.
This includes cooking, cleaning, fetching water
from the river about 100 meters away, caring for
children and the sick. and all other allied
activities. Attending various festivals in nearby
temples, going to visit relatives in other villages,
attending marriages or funerals, etc., all come
under this category. Going to the weekly market
in Guma to buy various necessities, or to simply
have fun is another frequent activity. Simply
sitting at home is also another major activity in
this category.

None of the households in Sanabaleshwar
reported doing any kind of wage work. They hac
not accessed any government run employment
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programmes. In fact, this is true of most of the
small villages like Sanabaleshwar on the road
from Guma.

Of all the days spent by all members of the 16
households, 66.98 per cent are spent on
non-productive activities, such as housework,
festivals, visiting relations, or simply staying at
home. Of the rest 33.02 per cent, agriculture takes
up the bulk of the time for most of the year anc
defines the overall shape of the profile of
productive activity. However, forage and MFP
continue throughout the year at varying levels of
intensity, The peaks of agricultural activity
coincide with sowing and harvesting times in
June/July and OctoberA.{ovember respectively.
This is seen more clearly in Table I .5, which gives
the monthly distribution of productive days.

Table 1.5, Percentage of Days Spent on Each Type of Activity During Each Month by alt 16 Sample Households

Month Agri Forage Other Total

(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep
Oct
Nov
Total

15.52
15.05
10.61
I  1 .55
6.70
t4.48
25.93
23.r5
19.14
1 5 . 1 4
15.80
3r .59
17.06

t 7 . 1 3
11.22
8.74
8.  l4
9.93
9.89
8.48
5.98
5.20
6.00
5.77
5.33
8.49

4.78
I 1 . 5 4
9.54
4.20
8.85
4.98
1  A t

5.36
9.93
t2.77
t0.92
4.41
7.47

62.57
62.19
7 t . t l
' 76 .11
'74.52

70.65
63. r5
65.51
65.73
66.10
67.51
58.67
66.98

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Of the total availabld time 33.02 per cent is
spent on productive activities. The largest amount
of effort is spent in agricultural activities,
followed by forage andthen MFP. Table 1.6 gives
an idea of the major activities involved in each
category and the number of days spent on them.

Leisure time peaks in March and April.
Firewood is collected everyday, and this forms a
constant background to the other seasonal forage
and MFP activities. The most intense agricultural
time is June, July for sowing and November,

December for harvesting. It is also clear that when
agriculture drops off, forage and MFP pick up,
and vice versa. However. there is no substitution.
All these activities are done no matter what, even
when it means that the woman can cook only once
in the morning and very small children have to be
left in the village, with a few old people to keep
a general eye. During these periods, it is common
to see a mostly empty village, with little children
playing and occasionally drinking rice gruel from
a glass or eating boiled roots from a basket left
outside the house.
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Table 1.6. Monthly Distribution of All Activities and Number of Days Spent on Each
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Month

( l )

Agriculture Forase and MFP Other

(6)

Total

0)(s)(4)(3)(2\

Dec

Jan
Feb

Mar

216.00 Harvest of ragi, minor millets,
nlger

210.00 Harvest of pulses and ragi
138.50 Harvest ofpulses, clearing new

land
161.00 Cuningtrees fornew land

90.50 Miscellaneouslandpreparation
2O2.N Ploughing land for sowing
350.00 Sowing millets
321.50 Sowing ragi, millets, paddy
267.00 Weeding and tending crops
204.50 Weeding and tending
220.50 Paddy harvest
426.50 Harvest of oulses and millets
2808

305.00 Digging for roots

317.50 Broomcol lect ion
238.50 Thatchcollection

172.ffi Bamboo, thatch
collection

253.50 Mahulacollection
207.50 Sialileafcollection
147.50 Miscellaneousforage
157.50 Sialileafcollection
211.00 Sialileafcollection
253.50 Sialileafcollection
233.00 Amla collection
131.50 Miscellaneous forage
2628

871.00 1392

867.50 1395
928.00 1305

106r.00 t394

1006.00 1350
985.50 1395
852.50 1350
910.00 1389
917.00 1395
893.00 l35l
942.50 1396
792.N 1350

I 1026.00 t6462

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Total

Cutting trees for clearing new land for shifting
cultivation was undertaken by a few households
together. This is the best way to do it, of course,
since this land tends to be far away. In
Sanabaleshwar this new activity started in
February of the study year. However, this land
was not sowed during the following monsoon. It
would have been put to use in the following year.

While children in age range of 5 - 16 years
form22.2per cent ofthe sample population, Table
1.7 gives their contribution to the household
economy. While they are not expected to do much
work in agriculture, they do take part in foraging,
collecting firewood and smaller forest produce.
The two cowherd boys contribute a large amount
tO MFP.

In terms of the mali-female differences in
activity types, Table 1,8 shows the expected
results. Women take care of the home, and
contribute to foraging and in agriculture when
work loads are high. During sowing and
harvesting women are rarely to be found at home
during the day.

Table 1.7. Contribution of Children in
Different Types of Activities

Activity
Type

( l )

Children Adults

(2) (3)

Number of Days 7o Children in
Total

(5)

Total

(4)

Agriculture 233.W 2575.W 2808.00
Forage 245.50 1152.50 1398.00
MFP 653.00 571 .N 1230.00
Other 2583.50 8442.50 11026.00

8.30
17.56
53.09
23.43

Men spend nearly half their available time on
productive activities, while women spend 15.87
per cent of theirs productively. While women hold
the fort at home, most of the outside work is done
by men. In fact, there are no productive activities
that are done exclusively by women. They help
with sowing in June and July and in harvesting in
November. Their main continuous activity other
than housework is forage, and in December they
bring in a large amount of root vegetables from
the forest. In April they bring in mohula flowers,
and from July to September they engage in
collection and sale of siali leaves.
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Table 1.8. Percentage of Days Spent by Men and Women on Different Activities in All Months

Month Men Women

Agri Forage MFP Other Agn. Forage MFP

(e)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep
Oct
Nov
Total

28.51
26.72
18.37
22.t2
13.12
24.26
35.63
30.08
3t.o7
23.26
24.89
40.t4
26.54

20.15
14.10
9.15
9.  l3
12.97
10.59
7.84
7.63
8.06
8.91
8.77
6.96
10.37

9.34
20.97
16.87
8.01
1 3 . 1 9
9.12
4.72
7.r3
13.04
20.36
t9.14
8.62
12.53

41.99
38.22
55.62
60.74
60.72
56.03
5 1 . 8 1
55.1  6
47.83
47.46
47.19
44.28
50.55

l .9 l
2.86
2.51
0.51
0.00
4.25
15.81
15.93
6.67
6.66
6.30
22.65
7.15

t3.97
8.2 t
8.31
7 . t l
6.74
9.  l6
9 . 1 5
4.26
2.20
2.95
2.64
3.64
6.53

0.00
1.69
1.88
o.22
4.32
0.66
0.08
3.52
6.67
4.84
2.34
0.00
2.19

84.12
87.24
87.30
92.16
88.94
85.92
74.96
76.28
84.46
85.55
88.73
73.71
84.1 3

Agricultural imperatives dominate all other
considerations in Sanabaleshwar. As a result.
the overall pattern of productive time

spent is dominated by the seasonality of
agricultural activities. Figure 1.1 shows this
very clearly.

0.50

o
E
o
i o.+o
o

E

6

o 0.20
o
!

0.10

Figure 1.1. Daily Distribution of Productive Time Spent Per Capita Per Day

lhy ol yrr
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In its profile of activities Sanabaleshwar
displays a classic tribal picture - a diversity of
occupations that use both land and forest to make
a living. However, it is also clear that such
opportunities are few. Land holdings are very
small and of highly sub-optimal quality, on hill
slopes. Given the distance from the main road,
contact with the outside world is limited and it is
hard to exploit the opportunities presented by
such association, since this will usually mean
having to leave the village. Nobody we spoke to
was willing to do this. In fact, we found no
instance of anybody migrating out of the village.
Such assets as land bind people to the village very
firmly. With no education, and rampant illiteracy,
the outside world offers very little chance to make
a better life than what is offered by a small piece
of land and the forest, while still being part of the
family and social network of the tightly woven
village.

In the next section, we shall look at what the
results of all these activities are in terms of income
in cash and kind.

Wage and Income

There are four clear steps to calculate
household income in Sanabaleshwar.

l. Value all forage items, such as wood and
roots, at the market price, even though they
are never sold or purchased.

Value all MFP items at the value at which
they are sold, as recorded in the daily data.

Value all non-rice cereals at the market price
at harvest time, even though they are never
sold or, indeed, purchased. For rice we shall
use a weighted average monthly purchase
price as recorded in the daily data to apply
to the harvest in October.

Value the other harvested items, such as the
oil seed niger and some pulses, at which they
are sold (usually immediately after harvest),

EMPLOYMENT, INCOME AND FOOD INTAKE OF THE POOR

even when some part of the produce is held
back for home consumption and/or for seed
purposes.

As explained above, we will have to use prices
of certain items from outside the data collected
on daily basis. This is because there are a large
number of items that are neither purchased nor
sold. Such prices have been collected from the
people of Sanabaleshwar, and from the market in
Guma, which is the main point of transaction for
the village.

Table l.9 gives the items that are obtained as
harvest, forage, minor forest produce, and those
of them that are sold in the market to sain cash
income.

Table 1.9. Items that are Harvested, Foraged, Collected
as MFP and those Among these that are Sold

Harvest Forage and MFP Sold Items

r 1 \(2)( l )

Alasi
Kolatha
Gantia
Jhudungo
Koting
Kandula
Johna
Kangu
Kosla
Paddy
Ragi
Maize
Mushroom
Brinjal
Pumpkin
Tomato

Amla
Bamboo
Brooms
Konda
Mango
Mohula
Mushroom
Pension
Sag
Siali leaves
Wood

Alasi
Amla
Brinjal
Brooms
Jhudungo
Kandula
Maize
Mohula
Mushroom
Siali leaves
Tomato

2.

3.

Alasi is an oil seed (niger). Kolatha, gantia,
jhudungo, koting and kandula are pulses. Jonha
(owar), kangu, kosla, ragi, maize and paddy are
cereals. Konda is a root vegetable that is collected
from the forest. It is never cultivated. Mohula is
a flower that is frequently used in making local
liquor and also has a good market. Sag is leafy
vegetables of all sorts, collected from the forest
in season. Siali leaves are a major MFP, as are
brooms and amla. Table l.l0 gives the prices at
which all commodities have been valued.

4.
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Table 1.10. Prices of All Commodities Harvested and Collected from the Forest

ocT-DEC 2007

Harvested Items Price (Rs) per kg Harvest Time Forage and MFP Price (Rs) perkg Collection and
Items Sale Time

(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)0 )

Alasi
Gantia
Jhudungo
Johna
Kandula
Kangu
Kolatha

Kosla
Koting
Maize
Paddy (Oct)
Ragi

l 5
4.50
l l
5
t 2
)
l0

3.50
4.50
6.30
4.85
3.50

Dec
Dec, Jan
Nov
Nov
Feb
Nov, Dec, Jan
Dec

Nov, Dec, Jan
Dec
Aug, Sep
Oct
Dec, Jan

Amla
Bamboo
Brooms
Konda
Mango
Mohula
Siali leaves

Thatch
Firewood

15.30
As reported
l0/bundle

5
5

3/bundle

5/bundle
l0/kaudi

Oct
Mar
Feb, Mar
Dec, Apr
Jun
Apr
Jul, Aug,
Sep, Oct
Feb, Mar
All year

Bamboo collection from the forest posed a
tricky problem. It is an illegal activity, and most
people were unwilling to report it. However, after
some persuasion, it was decided that a lump sum
from the sale of bamboo collection for each
household will be reported when it takes place.
This happened largely in March.

It must be pointed out here that the income
from all productive activities will, for all practical
purpose, be net. From observation and talking to
people in Sanabaleshwar, it was clear that they
did not actually use any material inputs, except
seed, in farming. They rarely even bought seed.
The common practice was to hold back some
harvest as seed. No fertilisers or pesticides were
purchased, nor was labour hired. Only family

labour went into the production. Therefore, the
gross value of output is also the net income of the
household from agriculture. This, ofcourse, is the
case in regard to forage and MFP.

Table l.ll gives the monthly distribution of
income from all these items in Sanabaleshwar.
The high value items in the harvest are all sold.
Alasi (niger), kandula and jhudungo being the
most heavily sold, with some held back for home
consumption and as seed for next year. The
income has been separated into the following:
harvestthat is sold for cash, harvestthatis retained
forhome consumption valued at the price at which
it is either sold or can be purchased, MFP items
sold, and forage such as firewood and konda
valued at market price but never sold.

Table 1.11. Monthly Contribution ofDifferent Sources oflncome for all Households

Month Harvest Sold Harvest Retained MFP Sold Forage Total Income (Rs)

(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Total

16330

2ffi
7r30

tt20
335

996
26tll

t0023.7
4515.4
3936.2

2.8

3s.8
613.6
272.7
1840.8
3920.7
25t61.6

100.0

9860.0
5355.0
I182.0

I  I15 .0
2520.O
3650.0
2840.O

26622.O

3820.0
1915.0
2190.0
3590.0
2005.0
1647.5
1312.O
I  I 1 5 . 0
r 130.0
I 390.0
I 160.0
I 125.0

22399.5

30273.7
6430.4
15986.2
9 t47 .8
10317.0
1647.5
l3  12 .0
2265.8
5383.6
5647.7
5840.8
6041.7

r00294. I
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A little over half (51 .l2%o) the total income of
the sample households comes from agriculture.
About half (25.09Vo) is the value of produce
retained for consumption at home and the other
half (26.03Vo) is from sale of the farm produce.
Of the other half, 26.54 per cent is from minor
forestproduce sold and 22.33 percent from forage
which is retained at home. Thus a little over half
the total income of the households (52.57 per
cent) finally comes in form of cash and the rest is
produced retained at home for consumption, fuel,
etc.

Ofthe total harvest, alasi is harvested and sold
in December, kandula is harvested in February
and sold in March and April, maize is harvested
and sold in August and September and jhudungo
in November. Ragi, kangu and kosla, the big
cereals are mostly harvested in December anc
January, while jonha is harvested in November
and paddy in October. Konda is foraged in largest
amounts in December and March.

The extremely lumpy nature of income now
becomes very apparent. The worse times are from
May toJuly, when thereis negligibleincome, with
only a very marginal improvement from August
to November, mostly due to siali leaf sale. We
will see in the next section how this correlates
with food intake by the family, however, it is clear

EMPLOYMENT, INCOME AND FOOD INTAKE OF THE POOR

that strategies must be developed to cope with
such an economy. These are dire straits. The
monthly distribution in terms of percentage
contribution from harvest, MFP and forage is
given in Table I . I 2 and it gives a slightly different
way of looking at these numbers.

There is no statistically significant correlation
between household land holding, family size, age
of its members, the amount of productive time
spent and income. Given the absolutely
subsistence nature of their economy. it is not to
be expected that we find clearly defined classes
in this village.

The break-up of the cash income of all
households across months is given in Table 1.12.

Of the total imputed income (100284 rupees)
52,57 per cent is realised as cash income from the
sale of harvested and MFP items. Of the total cash
income 52.27 per cent comes from selling
harvested items such as alasi and kandula. The
rest 4'1 .'73 per cent comes from brooms, siali
leaves, bamboo and other MFP items.

Let us now look at the gross productivity of
labour. Table 1.13 sives the numbers.

Table 1.12. Monthly Distribution of Cash Income frorn Selling Harvest and MFP Items (Rs) for all Households

Month Harvest Sold MFP Sold Cash Income Total Income (Rs)

t-

r a l(4\(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Total

16380.0
0.0
0.0

200.0
7130.0

0.0
0.0

90.0
1620.0
825.0
320.0
996.0

27561.0

50.0
0.0

9860.0
5355.0
I 182.0

0.0
0.0

1025.0
2020.0
3160.0
2520.O

25172.0

16430.0
0.0

9860.0
5555.0
8312.0

0.0
0.0

I  I  15 .0
3640.0
3985.0
2840.0
996.0

52't33.0

302'13.7
6430.4

15986.2
9147.8

10317.0
1647.5
1312.0
2265.&
5383.6
5647.7
5840.8
604t.7

t00294.r
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Table 1.13. Average Gross Productivity ofLabour (Rs/day)

ocT-DEC 2007

Activity Total Days Total Income (Rs) Rs/day Vo days

(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Agriculture
Forage
MFP

2808
l 398
1230

51272.57
22399.50
26622.00

18.26
16.02
21.64

17.06
8.49
1 1 1

So agriculture, the one dominant activity that
involves/engages everybody in Sanabaleshwar,
for which they make inroads into the forest, and
which structures the very fabric of life in the
village, is less productive than MFP collection at
prevailing market prices.

It is.a sad fact that in his examination of the
productivity of labour in Sanabaleshwar in 1984,
Dr. Samal had come to the same conclusion. In
fact, he had separated a single MFP activity that
paid the most, illegal harvest and sale of bamboo.
While that particular activity is no longer
prevalent in Sanabaleshwar, brooms and siali
leaves have effectively taken its place and the
conclusion still remains the same. The forest is
more profitable for these tribal villages than
agriculture on the precarious slopes and shifting
patches ofcleared forest land. So, why do they do
it with so much energy? In the following section
we shall analyse the food intake data from
Sanabaleshwar and try to get an idea of how all
the three main imperatives of the study correlate
with each other.

Food Intake

The data on food intalte came in two parts. The
daily enumeration of what was cooked at home,
in how much quantity, and if any food was eaten
outside the house, how much and of what value.
Of these, the home cooking was the easy part.
Women of the house were able to give this
information easily, and since the data collection
was done in the evening, the cooking for the day
was already done and a complete record was
available. They knew how much they had cooked
and could specify the measure for each food item

easily. In Sanabaleshwar the household measure
for cereals is called a podi. This measure varies
from house to house, and we had to sit with each
household and measure the kilogram equivalent
of a podi for all the cereals being used, and use
these to convert the podi measures in the data.

However, such a measurement was not
available for the food consumed outside the home,
butits rupee value was. So we had to correlate the
amount of outside food with what was available
in the market for that value of that description.
This was again not very difficult in the case of
Sanabaleshwar, since the men mostly consumed
liquor outside the home, and the measure for l0
rupees is fixed for the entire locality. For the rest,
the food items eaten were of very minor variety,
an odd pokudi (pakoda) and a cup of tea, or a
couple of puris with a little potato gravy, etc.
Nobody ate entire meals outside the home, except
in a marriage function. The people of these hilly
regions brew their own liquor, usually from
jaggery, flavoured with mohula flowers. It is a
reasonably strong distilled spirit and the rate is I 0
rupees for about 250 ml. These are the most
expensive calories to be purchased here, and most
people, especially men, drink on a very regular
basis. On special occasions like marriages and
festivals where serving liquor is mandatory,
women also drink. Older women with ncr
responsibility of bringing up children drink more
regularly than younger ones. It is not uncommon
for outsiders who want to get some work done
from the villagers to pay in liquor rather than cash.

The data on food consumption so collected
was then converted to their calorific value usins
standard conversion tables3 to find out ho* .un!
calories were being consumed every day by each
household. We could also value these food items
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usingprices used in the earlier section to estimate
the income of the household. As mentioned
earlier, most of this price data comes from within
the daily enumeration, but for commodities that
are neither bought nor sold, we had to consult the
people and/or ask in the Guma market to arrive at
a price. However, all the prices used for valuing
food are the same as those used for imputing or
calculating income in the previous section.

Table l l 4 gives common items of food on the
menu in Sanabaleshwar homes.

Table 1.14. Common Food Items Used
to Cook Home Food

Cereals Rice, ragi, kosla,jonha, kangu, maize

Cereal Konda, mango kemel powder, tamarind seed
substitutes powder,jackfruitseeds

Pulses Jhudungo, kandula, gantia

Meat/fish Chicken, beel dry fish, egg

EMPLOYMENT, INCOME AND FOOD INTAKE OF THE POOR 6It

Vegetables

Fruits

Others

Pumpkin, gre€ns, potato, tomato, brinjal,
mushrooms, Tamarind pulp, chillies, raw
mango

Papaya, mango, jackfruit

Liquor, food items bought outside the home
(tea, puri, idly, rice meal)

measuring how much was actually eaten. So,
while measurement of jackfruit seeds was
possible, the ripe fruit very frequently went
unrecorded, and there was nothing to be done
about it.

The wild mangoes in these forests are very
small, with very little flesh on them. They areused
mostly as a sour substitute for tamarind, but the
kernels are treated carefully and their dry powder
is much relished with rice gruel. However, this
powder has very low calorific value, and isjust a
flavouredthickener. Thepapayas were very small
and very occasional.

To start looking at the results of the data on
food intake, we will start with the daily mean per
capita calorie intake of home cooked food. Figure
1.2 gives its distribution across the year.

Several points can be noted about this figure.
There is a strong seasonality to the calorie intake
at home. The lowest and the highest points are
separated by about 1000 kcal per capita per day,
the fluctuations are very large. The average value
ofthe intake across the whole year is 1584 kcal
per capita per day. The intake stays below the
2000 kcal mark for the most part, while the calorie
norm for the poverty line is 2400 kcal per capita
per day. So by the absolute norm this village is
well below the poverty line, if more evidence was
required after the previous section on income.
There are three 'outliers' one at the upper end at
about 2500 kcal on day 256 and the other two ar
thelow end on days I 28 and I 29. The uppercomes
due to a marriage in the village, in which
everybody was given a feast. The lower ones are
due to food being consumed outside the home by
many families. Their food consumption will be
counted in the outside food category for those
days.In fact, it will be see in Figure 1.6 that adding
the outside food calories gives a much smoother
profile with some of these extremes taken care of.

Sanabaleshwaruses no oil in cookins. All food
is only boiled.

Measurement for all items was not always
possible to get. For example, ripe jackfruits were
very hard to capture. These are trees in the forest
that nobody really tends to. They are simply
harvested in season. There is an understanding in
the village as to who has rights to which fruit trees,
but it is not a very hard and fast rule. When the
fruit is picked and brought home, it is frequently
not all usable; part of it maybe over-ripe or rotten,
or under-ripe, and these parts are thrown away.
Other than us, nobody else was interested in
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As can be seen, outside food raises the overall
level of calorie intake on the average by I 50 kcal
percapita perday. About 93 percent of these extra
calories come from liquor alone. In monetary
value, the cost per 100 kcal of home food is 0.18
rupees, while that of outside food is 5.27 rupees,
The home food calories come most dominantlv
from cereals. A full 82.87 per cent of the homl
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Figurc 1.2. Mean Per Capita Per Day Home Food Calories (kcal)
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calories come from cereals (45.43 per cent from
rice and 37.45 per cent from ragi, maize and other
millets). However, rice and other cereals are
consumed in a pattern across the year that shows
shifting weights of which one dominates at which
time of the year. Figure l.7 gives this pattern
clearly.
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Figure 1.4. Total Consumption of Rice and Other Cereals in kg for All Households for All Months of the Year

Table 1.15, which shows the complex

decisions being made as to what to eat when, has

several variables.

613

Rice Price: monthly average price of rice in
rupees (there was no rice purchase in May)
Home Cals: average daily per capita calories
from home food
Other Crl Harv: distribution of harvest of
home grown cereals in kg
Rice Purchase: distribution of total
purchases in kg
Cash Income: distribution of cash income in
rupees.

Home Rice: consumption of rice
home food
Home Other Crls: consumption
cereals in kg in home food

in kg in

of other

nce

Table 1.15. A Monthly Reckoning of Various Variables Involved in Cereal Consumption Pattern

Home Rice Home Other Rice Price (Rs)
(kg) Crls (kg)

Home Cals
(kcal)

Other Crl Harv
(kg)

Rice Purchase
(ke)

Cash Income
(Rs)

(8)(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Total

zEE.25
491.45
219.90
t27.95
7 t .35

126.50
224.95
375.88
298.25
320.to
386.95
325.20

3256.13

84.55
t27 .12
4l'r.58
497.48
4r2.54
404.66
235.48
l 7 l .  l 0
305.10
217.25
2M.65
363.r5

3440.66

3.69
4.74
5.29
4.81
4.85
4.92

l r75.90
1604.50
I 808.17
t640.34
1370. l0
1409. I 3
1255.80
1488.37
t635.r4
1826.25
1827.02
1991.41
1584.50

t728. tO
to37.20

6.40

273.n
96.00

617.80
3758.50

5.34
7.00
5.72
3.27
4.86

679.00 16430.00
66.00

163.00 9860.00
80.00 5555.00

230.00 8312.00

407.00
396.00 I I 15.00
291.00 3640.00
385.00 3985.00
351.00 2840.00
80.00 996.00

3128.00 52733.W
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Some facts to note from this table are the
following: in total, the l6 households consumed
more of other cereals (3440.66 kg) than rice
(3256.13 kg). The harvested amount is slightly
larger than the consumed amount for other
cereals. and this is the amount held back as seed
for the next season, or remaining on hand. Rice
purchase is a little less than that consumed and
this is because there is a small amount of rice
harvest, which is not shown in this table. The table
shows that almost everything of what is grown or
purchased is consumed within the study year.

There are two clear peaks in home food
consumption, January to March, and August to
November. While these peaks are well below the
2400 kcal norm, people eat relatively better in
these months than the ronaining 5. The peak in
Feb and March is driven by a larger proportion of
other cereals than rice. All of these have been
harvested in Dec and Jan. In fact, rice purchase is
very low in the period between Feb and May, and
households are mostly consuming home grown
cereals, along with rice purchased in Dec, which
is the time when cash income peaks to its highest
level. The average price ofrice at this point is 5.34
rupees, a mix of ration and market purchase.
However, the importance of home grown cereals
does not end here. They continue to form a large

ocT-DEC 2007

o8-

fraction of food during the lowest months of the
year, April to June. Rice purchase picks up in June
again, but the calorific peak in the period August
to November is driven also by substantial
consumption of home grown cereals. June to
November is also a period of intense work for the
people of Sanabaleshwar, involving heavy tasks
like ploughing and sowing.

Most ofthe purchase of rice takes place in bulk
in the period June to October, when the price is
low, though not in March and June, when the price
is the lowest, as home grown other cereals are
available in relatively adequate quantity in these
months. Most of this rice is purchased from fair
price shops. Thejudicious use ofcash earned in
the December to April period is held back to buy
rice at a time when home grown cereals are
running low and can no longer be relied upon to
give the required amount of food for this busy
time of the year.

The absolute necessity of growing some
amount of food on your own land now becomes
clear. Given the meagre nature of cash income, if
Sanabaleshwar was not growing its own cereals,
the food intakepicture would have been far worse.
It forms a vital supplement to what can be
purchased. Therefore, as seen in the earlier
section, even though in absolute terms,
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Figure 1.5. Per Capita Per Day Productive Time and Calorie Intake from llome Food
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agriculture pays less per day spent on it than MFP
activities, it is necessary. It brings in both cereal
supplements to rice, and cash to buy necessities
with.

As pointed out earlier, 52.7 per centof all cash
income comes from selling harvest, and the
remaining from MFP sales. In terms of
expenditure, 54.8 per cent of all cash income is
spent on food purchases, including outside food.
Rice comprises 53.6 per cent of this expenditure.

One of the main aims of this study was to
examine how food intake correlated with
productive time spent during the year. Figure 1.8
gives a detailed picture of this correlation for
Sanabaleshwar.

Some of the most important peaks of activity
are the times of the year when food intake drops
significantly. This is seen in December (harvest
time) and in June - July (ploughing and
harvesting). Overall, there is a lag between
acquiring the means to eat, such as harvest or cash,
and the actual consumption.

On the average, the people of Sanabaleshwar
spend about 33 per cent of their time in productive
work, earn 2247 rupees per capita annually, and
consume about 1584 kcals worth offood perday.

At the macro level, it is interesting to see if
there is an overall connection between how much
productive work is done in the year and the
average food intake. The Pearson two-tailed
correlation between calorie consumption and
productive time gives a coefficient of 0.668 at
0.05 level of significanbe. A linear regression
gives an R2 of 0.446. This means that those
households that spend more productive time per
capita per day also tend to consume more calories
per capita per day. Basically, this shows that at
this level of deprivation, those who work more
eat better. Of course, one must remember that the
economy of Sanabaleshwar is such that unless
you work, you cannot eat. However, it is nice to
get a clear ratification of this simple thesis.
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One of the main aims of this study was to find
out if the calorie norm could be proven to have
any basis at all in one of the more easily
measurable components of how people live,
namely, employment. As far as Sanabaleshwar is
concerned, there is a clear correlation between the
two. It will not be going too far to say, that below
a certain level ofpoverty measured by looking at
the calorie norm alone, if over a period of time
there is a drop in the consumption of food of this
population, then these people can be assumed to
be working less over that period of time. On the
other hand, if calorie consumption has increased,
it most probably means that people are working
more.

II. UPPER GODALA

Introduction

Set in the rolling landscape of Dasamanthpur
block of Koraput district, Upper Godala is a
village of mixed population with three distinct
communities. A large section of the upper portion
of the village as one climbs up a very gentle slope
from the main road from Koraput to Girliguma,
is occupied by Paraja tribals (Scheduled Tribes).
The middle portion is occupied by a few
households of the Sundhi (General caregory)
caste, mostly traders, and the lowermost portions
by even fewer households of the Scheduled
Castes.

There is no forest here. unlike in
Sanabaleshwar, only sparse tree cover, and all the
land around the village is farmed. There is a large
and perennial stream that comes down through
the Paraja portion, crosses the Sundhi and SC
houses, and flows into the fields at the bottom of
the slope. It is used for irrigation both at the upper
and lower ends. The various communities are
neatly segregated notjust by height, but also by
the stream. It is also the principle source of
drinking water in the village. There is one hand
pump in the lower, Sundhi portion of the village.
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This is a much larger village than
Sanabaleshwar, with much more of the look of an
Indian agricultural community. Table 2.1 gives
the basic demographic outline of the population
of this villase.

Table 2.1. Basic Nurnbers

A reference to Samal's description of this
village will give a clearer idea of its geography:

"The village Upper Godala has been selected
for an in depth study of the tribal economy in
an ecological setting where the hills have been
denuded of forest cover. This village comes
under the 3000 feet plateau region of Koraput
sub-division. The tribals and others living in
such a setting carry on cultivation on the hill
tops and slopes having some soil cover. It is
also carried on in the foothills. Terraced
cultivation is done wherever possible".

There is a primary school in the village, and
for middle and secondary school, children walk
along the main road to Chikamb, about 3
kilometres away. A very few tribals have sent
their children to a nearby government residential
school for tribal children.

Total number of people
Total number of households
Females (7o)
Males (7o)

Adults (7o)

Children (16 or less yean) (%)
Average age (years)
Number to have attended school

565
134

50.08
49.08
54.51
45.49
23.82
t9.t2

Unlike in Sanabaleshwar, much has changed
here. In Dr. Samal's time there were only 94
households; 70 Paraja, I 3 Sundhi and I I SC. Now
there are 134;94 Paraja, 23 Sundhi and 17 SC.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 give the break-up of the
population in numbers and in percentages.

Table 2'2' Population by Age Group Acrms sex and community in Numbers of population

Female Male

Age Gen SC Total Gen sc Total Total

( l0)(e)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)() \( l )

6 7 3 6 4 9 1 0 4 4 3 5 7 1 0 6
1 2 8 5 1 7 1 1 9 9 5 2 8 0 1 5 1
9 4 3 2 4 5 7 3 2 7 3 7 8 2
1 3 6 4 3 6 2 t 2 7 4 4 6 3 t 2 5
9 6 3 3 4 8 5 7 2 9 4 t 8 9
1 0 7 8 1 0 3 4 r 2

50 3t 202 283 54 30 198 282 565

0 - 5
6 - 1 6
t7  -25
26-45
46-60
Above 60
Total

Table 2.3. Spread of Children who have Died
by Age of Mother

Age of Mother Dead Vo of alldead

1 6 - 2 8
2 8 - 1 5
45 -60

6O & above

Total

The most populous age group is 6 - 16 years
across communities. There are as many females

as males, and the average age is 23.89 years; a
very young population. However, a further detail
sheds some light on this. Table 2.3 shows the age
group-wise spread of all children of all women
who have died.

ln a11,24.56 per cent of all children born to all
mothers living in the village have died. Mothers
who are in the 28 - 45 years age category have
lost the most children (44 per cent of all dead).
This means that children and young people in the
age group 0 - 28 are dying in much larger numbers.

(4)(3)(2)( l )

100127f I /

4.72
44.O9
38.58
t2.60

3 9 6
264 56
169 49
45 16
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This trend cuts across communities in about
similar proportions. During the study year one
adult man died and two children were born from
within our sample households.
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Another indicator of the status of this village
can be seen from the spread of education. Table
2.4 gives the spread of all those who have or are
going to school by age, community and sex.

Table 2.4. Number Attending or Having Attended School Across Age, Sex and Community

Female

Age Gen sc Gen sc ST Total Total

(10)(e)(8)(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

2 3 5 2 t t 4 9
1 2 4 8 2 4 1 8 7 t 7 4 2 6 6
3 3 5 1 6 t 2 1 5
l l 2 9 4 t 3 l 5

2 t 3 3

0 - 5
6 - 1 6
t't -25
2 6 - 4 5
4 6 - 6 0
Above 60

1 Al0363412l 8Total

As 7o of
population by
Community

Vo of 6-16 going
to school

50100

5.94

15.69

12.01

33.8

66.67

94.74

33.33

77.78

t4.t4

J J . J J

26.24 t9.t2

53.16  M

There is a clear difference here between the
communities. While 36 per cent of females and
66.67 per cent of males among the Sundhis (Gen)
have attended school, only 6 per cent of females
and 14. l4 per cent ofParaja (ST) males have done
so. However, this difference becomes very stark
when one looks at the proportion of children in
the 6-16 year age group going to school. All girls
and 95 per cent of boys among the Sundhis are
going to school. Half the girls and 78 per cent of
SC boys are going to school. However, only 15.69
per cent girls and 33.33 per cent boys among the
Parajas are in school. While the overall school
education rate is I 9. I 2 per cent, in the 6- I 6 range
it is 44 per cent.

These are choices being made. The Sundhis,
while much better off economically, as we shall
see in later sections, are choosing to send their
children to school. The Parajas are tending to keep
them at home, with the older ones helping with

household occupations and cultivation. The SCs
are closer to the Sundhis in this matter. while
being the poorest lot in the village.

Let us now look at the asset base of these
households; land holding and other movable
assets. Table 2.6 gives the break up ofcultivated
land. Most of the cultivated land is in small parcels
of2 acres or less. There is no shifting cultivation
here and these are long settled lands, tribal and
otherwise. Most of the cultivated land is flat.
There are two major types in cultivated land:
unirrigated dry hill land is entirely rain fed,
irrigated land has either stream water irrigation
on terraced upland or paddy grown in the stream
bed. There are a few households, some Sundhi
and some Paraja, who have somewhat large
parcels of the stream bed paddy land. Many
households hold both types of land. Table 2.5
gives the household holdings in both types by
communitv.
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Table 2.5. Community-wise Spread of Household Land Holding by Type (acres)

ocT-DEC 2007

Inigated Land (acres) Un-irrigated Land (acres)

(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Gen
0
0 . t  - 2
2 . t - 5
5.1 & more
Gen Total

SC
0
0 . t  - 2
SC Total

ST
0
0 . 1  - 2
2 . 1  - 5
5.1 & more
ST Total

I
?
3
I
8

4

4

6
7)

l 8
7
53

0
J

I
l
I
6

l0
2
t 2

l 2

3

22

0 . 1 - 2 2 . 1 - 5 5.1 & more Total
4
6
8
5
23

l 5
2
t 7

l9
37
29
9
94

I
2
3

2
I
3

2
J

I
6

I

I

I
8
6
I
l6

About the same proportion (17 - 20Vo) of
Sundhi (4 out of 23) and Paraja (19 out of 94)
households are landless. While most of the SCs
are landless, some do share cropping mostly on
Sundhi land.

Other assets are given in Table 2.6:

Table 2.6. Other Household Assets by Communlty

Grand Total

cows
bullocks
buffalos
motorcycle
cycle
radio
Value in Rs.
up to 5000
5000-10000
10000-15000
15000 & above

That the Sundhis are somewhat better off than
the other communities is clear from this table.
Three of their households have motorcycles. The
SCs are the poorest households in the village.

It must be mentioned here that visually, the
communities are easy to mark by the appearance
of their houses. The Paraja households are made
of mud and thatch, nicely finished with
decorations, and well maintained. A few have
built rather cramped concrete rooms with money

received under the Indira Awas Yojana.
However, they keep them locked, or use them as
store rooms or animal sheds. They continue to live
in their mud huts. It is easy to sympathise with
this, since it gets very hot in the summer in these
areas, and mud huts are far more comfortable.
Some Parajas live even further up the hill slope
than the 3 main rows of houses. in somewhat
isolated locations.

Sundhi houses are made with brick and
concrete, with tiled roofs. They have kitchen
gardens and are clearly occupied by people who
have relatively more money. This is not to say
that they are not poor in some absolute sense. It
is a relative eye measure. The SCs are very
obviously badly off. For some reason, they build
very low thatch houses; they can only sit inside,
not stand. They are cramped in a small area, unlike
the Sundhis and Parajas, who have much more
room around the house. A couple of SCs have
become petty traders and claim to be doing a little
better. But, again, this is only relative to other
SCs.

A one third sample was taken of these
households for the actual study, of44 households
with 192 people in all. The household distribution
among the community groups was done keeping
in mind the fact that too few households would
not give a good statistic. Also, given the fact that
the census showed that many Paraja households

(s)(4)(3)(2)( t )

25
35
8
j

6
J

9
0
I
7

t57 187
135 178
18 28

J

7 t 5
t2  15

20 35
3 3
3 4
0 2

f

8
2

t

6
0
0
0
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were alike, a smaller number was chosen from
among them than 33 per cent. There are 26Paraja
households, l2 Sundhi and 6 SC in the sample.
So the tribal sample is about 20 per cent, while
the other two are 50 per cent of all households. A
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smaller sample for the Sundhis and SCs would
have been too small. The age - sex distribution of
the household members is given in Table 2.7.
There are 166 household members above the aee
of 5 years.

Table 2.7. Age - Sex Distribution of Members of Sample Households by Communlty

Male

Age Gen sc ST Total Total

( r0)(e)(8)(7)(6)/ 5 \(4)(3)Q\( t )

3 6 1 0 5 1 t 2 1 8 2 6
4 1 4 2 6 1 4 4 1 5 3 3 6 1
2 1 2 2 0 4 1 8 1 3 3 3
2 t 3 2 2 6 3 t 4 2 3 4 5
2 6 1 3 3 2 8 1 3 2 6
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 t

I
8
6
7
5
0

0 - 5
6 -  1 6
t7  -25
2 6 - 4 5
46-60
Above 60

r9210158l l3291t3

Table 2.8 gives distribution of land land cultivated on share cropping basis.
available for cultivation in the study year Some of this land might not be legally
for the sample households, which includes owned.

Table 2.8. Distribution of Sample Households by Available Land for Cultivation,
by Land Type and by Community Group for Sample Households (acres)

Inigated Land (acres) Un-irrigated Land (acres)

(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Gen
0
0 . 1  - 2
2 . t - 5
5.1 & more
Gen Total

SC
0
0.1  -  2
SC Total

ST
0
0 . t  - 2
2 . t - 5
5.1 & more
ST Total

0
2
I
I

4
0
I
I
2
0
J

)
I

6

0 . r  - 2

t

I
2

0 . r  - 2
)
I
3

0 . 1 - 2

2 . t - 5

I
2

3
2 . t - 5

I

I
2 . r - 5

5.1 & more

I
2
3

5.1 & more

5.1 & more

Total

z

3
4
3
t2

Total
4

6
Total

6
l 3
6
I

26

I
)
2
I
6

2
9
J

t 4
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Exchange labour is seen, and there is also some
availability of work for paid agricultural labour,
mainly within the village, but also a small amount
in other nearby villages. This is not an activity
that people will travel long distances for, since
they usually have their own lands to till. But if it
is available at an opportune time, it is taken up.
Payment for agricultural labour can be either in
cash or in kind. Most of the payment in kind
happens at harvest time, with some of the harvest
ofpaddy, ragi or suan being given as wage.

2. Non-agricultural activities: These include
occasional government sponsored road work,
petty trading in and outside the village (a largely
Sundhi occupation), occasional casual labour in
house building or repairing, etc. Other than
trading, these activities are occasional and bring
in small amounts of cash income. Trading in items
like clothes (new and old), tobacco, matchboxes,
bidis, oil, sugar, kerosene, rice, soap, biscuits, and
so on, requires the ability to buy these items from
a wholesaler in Chikamb or Dasmanthpur. One
Sundhi man was a peripatetic trader, travelling
around the nearby villages. Others traded within
the village, or at the weekly market in
Dasmanthpur. Some government road work has
been accessed by this village during the months
of June, July, August and October.

3. Forage and collection of minor forcst
produce: This activity is far less diverse than in
Sanabaleshwar. There is no forest cover to speak
of and most of the trees seen around the village
are either fruit trees or those used for some other
specific produce. Tendka flowers are collected for
sale and these trees are usually not cut. The main
MFP item is firewood, which is collected for both
home use and to sell. A few cases of paid
collection of firewood can also be seen. Forage
for roots and other edible items is minor, but does
go on. Some people plant good varieties of root
vegetables in their kitchen gardens instead of
going foraging. Some tamarind, mango, jackfruit,
etc., are harvested but these trees are not wild. and
shared on oral understanding. There is no mahula

Two SC households were doing share
cropping in the study year, and have some land
available for cultivation.

With this basic introduction to the village of
Upper Godala, we shall now examine the activity,
occupation and employment profile of its
inhabitants. The data from here onwards will refer
to the sample of 44 households.

Activitie s, Occupations and Employment

Unlike Sanabaleshwar, Upper Godala is not a
largely isolated village. It is close to a main tar
road and has relatively easy access to other nearby
villages and the block and panchayat
headquarters. It is also a mixed village with
different communities living together. The
opportunity base of this village is much largerand
it is seen in the types ofactivities people here carry
out through different parts of the year.

1. Agricultural tasks: This remains the mainstay
of the village economy, no matter which
community one might belong to. Ploughing,
sowing, weeding, tending, harvesting are carried
on as usual, and take a large portion of the
productive time of the village. Rice and ragi are
the main food crops and are largely cultivated for
home use. Among other cereals, suan is preferred
here, with hardly any kosla or kangu. Production
and intake of other cereals is much less here than
in Sanabaleshwar. The flat land and some
irrigation from the perennial stream have resulted
in more than one crops being taken in the year,
including some summer paddy, and cash crops
like garlic, ginger, potato. A very small amount
of banana and turmeric are also seen. While these
are in small amounts, they contribute to cash
earning, an important factor. However, like
Sanabaleshwar the real cash earner remains alasi.

Bullocks are used for ploughing and there is
some use of cow dung as fertiliser. Seeds are
usually not purchased, but held back from the last
harvest.
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here and bamboo is a rare sight. Brooms are
occasionally collected for own use, as is thatch
for roofing.

4. Other (non-productive activities): These
include housework by women, school attendance,
festivals and functions. occasional visits to
relatives in other villages, pilgrimages to nearby
temples, etc. Visits to the weekly market are
necessary, usually to Dasmanthpur, the block
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headquarters. Usually people buy all household
necessities at this time, but also do some trading,
look for wage work opportunities, socialise and
pick up local news.

So a somewhat different mix of occupations
around the mainstay of agriculture is seen. We
shall now look at the dynamics of these activities
through the year, and their spread across months
in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9. Days Spent in Activities by Month of the Year

Month Agriculture Forage and MFP Non-Agri Prod Total Other Total

(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

1290
539
227
216
371
948

l 2 l 8
9 1 8

1027
701
855

1067

283
394
321
406
369
585
253
232
246
330
477
137

587
558
4t3
575
402
338
266
7t2
542
448
398
373

2l6l
t490
960

n97
1l4l
l87 l
1736
r862
I  8 1 5
t478
r730
r577

3002
3656
3880
3980
3869
3307
3254
3283
333r
3503
3385
33'74

5162
5146
4840
5t77
5010
5t77
4989
5145
5146
4981
5 l  r 5
4950

Total 9375 4t821 608384030 56t2

For all 166 household members of age greater
than 5 years, the proportion of days spent in
non-productive (Other) activities in Upper
Godala (68.14 per cent) is about the same as in
Sanabaleshwar (66.98 per cent). Productive days
are3l.26 per cent of all days as against 33.02per
cent in Sanabaleshwar.

Agricultural activity (49.3 per cent of all
productive activities) peaks during the months of
June and December. The large peak in June is due
to the harvest of low land streambed summer
paddy, along with the usual tasks of ploughing
and sowing. May to August is a busy period for
agriculture, with another spurt in November and
December, another harvest period. Agricultural

wage labour contributes a small amount (1961
days, 2l per cent ofall agricultural activity), and
exchange labour is very occasional (2ll days),
mainly at harvest time.

Forest related forage and MFP collection go
on throughout the year, with a peak in May,
coinciding with increased forage during school
holidays.

Non-agricultural wage work goes on through
the year. The peak in July is due to large uptake
of road work by many households. This head
includes trade, minor casual labour in housinp
building and repair, etc.
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Table 2.10, Monthly Distribution of Main Productive Activities

ocT-DEC 2007

Month Main nroductive activities

(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb

Harvest (alasi, paddy, ragi, suan), MFP (roots, thatch), wage labour
Harvest (alasi, ragi), threshing, MFP (broom, thatch)
Harvest (ragi, potato), ploughing, threshing, MFP (brooms, fencing material, fishing, roots), wage
labour
Harvest (garlic), sowing (maize, paddy), ploughing, watering, MFP (tendka flowers, fish), wage labour
Vegetable garden work, ploughing, MFP (fishing, thatch, siali leaves)
Land preparation (plough, water), MFP (mango)
Land preparation, harvest (maize, paddy), ploughing, sowing (paddy, ragi, suan, ginger), road work
Weeding, ploughing, sowing (alasi, pulses, paddy, ragi, suan), road work
Weeding, ploughing, sowing (alasi), road work
Weeding, tending crops, MFP (roots)
Harvest (paddy, suan, ginger), sowing (garlic, potato), MFP (siali rope), road work
Harvest (paddy, suan, kosla, ragi)

Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

The main activities in each month are given in
Table 2.10. Trading activities continue
throughout the year at an even pace, as do routine
activities such as firewood collection, cow
herding, and other less time consuming
agricultural tasks.

From the point of view of the aim of this study,
we shall begin by looking at which of these three
community groups in the village 'work more' in
terms of productive days. The simplest way to do
this is to look at their distribution as percentage
of total available days, as shown in Table 2.1 I .

Table 2.11. Distribution of All Productive and Other Days as Percentage of
Total Available Days to Each Community Group, Distributed by Sex

Community

Sex

sc

Male Male

Month/Activitv Prod Othet Prod Other Prod Other Prod 0ther

( l  3 )(  l2 )(e)(8)(7)(6)t a l(4)(3)(2)( l ) (10) ( l l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

15.84 35.07
13.55 17.36
6.83 44.08
8.21 42.70
10.03 40.88
14.65 36.26
13.14 38.43
15.74 36.1 I
15.16 36.69
12.10 39.75
1r.26 40.59
12.81 39.04

9.90 39.19
7.04 42.05
2.88 46.21
3.70 45.40
5.42 43.67
9.77 39.33
6.72 4t.71
8.92 39.23
10.01 38.14
8.23 39.92
8.39 39.76
7 .04 4t. l  I

13.34 36.66
10.56 39.44
10.19 39.81
7.40 42.60
8.33 41.67
14.88 35.12
12.88 37.12
14.08 35.92
t4-44 35.56
10.91 39.09
rr.29 38.71
13.41 36.59

5.90 44.10
4.62 45.38
4.23 45.77
3.67 46.33
3.71 46.29
9.90 40.10
7.12 42.88
10.15 39.85
8.72 41.28
4.77 45.23
7.55 42.45
6.44 43.56

35.38 t3.23
25.23 23.09
18.58 31.28
22.11  27 .89
19.93 30.07
30.14 19.86
31.46 18.54
31.07 18.95
29.75 20.25
26-25 23.73
31.81  18 .76
2'1 .38 23.18

2l .94 29.4s
t2.31 39.37
8.76 41.38
10.80 39.20
9.95 40.05
15.92 34.08
t5.94 34.06
14.98 35.00
14.55 35.45
t2.46 37.56
t4.32 35.t2
14.72 34;t2

Total 12.47 38.88 7.35 4r.29 11.82 38.18 6.42 43.58 27.48 22.34 13.92 36.26
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This table shows thattribalmen workthemost,

27 .48 per cent of all available days. This is more

than twice the amount of time spent by Sundhi

men (12.47 per cent). Even tribal women (13.92

per cent) work more than Sundhi men. SC women

work the least. All told, tribal households spent

4L4per cent, the Sundhis 19.82 per cent and the

SCs 18.24 per cent of their total available time in

productive tasks. The tribals of Sanabaleshwar

spent 33.02 per cent of their time on productive

activities and 66.98 per cent on others. The

Sundhis and SCs spend over 80 per cent oftheir
time in non-productive activities.
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It can be seen that in trading Sundhi
households, who also have some paddy land,
women are involved mostly in housework, and
children go to school. Farming is done by hiring
labour for a few days at a time, at sowing and
harvest times, with women contributing small
amounts at the heaviest periods. While of the total
days available to each group, 4.4 per cent were
spent by tribal women in own agriculture, Sundhi
women spent only 2.06 per cent days.

Table 2.I2 gives the distribution of different
types of agricultural activities done by the
communities as a percentage of total available
days for each community.

Table 2.12. Distribution of Different Types of Agricultural Activities as a
Percentage of Total Available Days for Each Community

Community ST

MontVActivity Own agri Agri wage Own agri Agri wage Own agri Agri wage Exchange

(8)('7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep
Oct
Nov

12.1  8
5.69
0.03
0.06
3.67

tt.47
tt.26
9.07

10.02
6.36
9.41

t2 .13

t.94
1.03
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.  l8
0.40
0 .15
0.36
0.06
0.03
0.59

3.08
0.37
0.00
0.07
1.82

t0-12
6.74
6.23
7.04
3.56
4.77
8.52

4.58
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
o.22
1.03
0.61
0.00
o.76

24.62
8.26
5.47
6.34
9.00

18.65
29.74
20.34
21.94
15.33
16.85
t9.04

t0.77
s.35
2.51
1.34
1.93
5.73
6.35
5.47
6.68
5.74
7.00
9.21

0.61
1.56
0.69
0.06
0.59
o.22
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.58
1.69

Total 7.63 5.68 0.520.40 4.37 o.67

The tribals do farming with much more vigour
than the other communities, spending22.54 per
cent of their time on it, 54.5 per cent of their total
productive time. They also do some amount of
agricultural wage labour and a very small amount
of exchange labour. The SC community, with
only some share cropping available, does not

seem to do very much agricultural labour either,
spending only 27.63 per cent of their productive
time in agriculture. The Sundhis have done
negligible amount of agricultural wage and no
exchange labour, and have spent 40.57 per cent
of theirtotal productive time in agriculture on own
farms.
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Table 2.13. Distribudon of Different Types of Productive Non-agricultural
Activities as a Percentage of Total Available Days for Each Community

ocT-DEC 2007

Gen STsc
Community

Month/
Activity

Forage Non-agri
wage

Forage Non-agri
wage

MFP Forage Non-agri
wage

MFP

( l0)(e)(8)(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep
Oct
Nov

0.44
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.48
0. l5
0.06
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00

1 1 ^

8.33
5.36
6.98
5.76
5.87
4.76
t0.27
9.26
7.02
4.5't
4.41

3.93
<  < ^

4.O4
4.87
5.85
6.42
3.28
5.1  I
5.53
6.82
5.65
2.72

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9.53
9.38
tt.44
6.23
5.23
8.36
8.86
13.67
8.72
7.80
9.31
8.45

2.05
4.84
2.98
4.25
5.00
6.30
4.24
4 . l l
6.38
3.7r
4.77
2.12

1 . 3 3
0.78
2.Ol
t . 8 l
1.37
7.87
0.91
0 . 1 I
0.00
1.22
2.61
0.04

14.30 5.68
t2.72 8.87
9.75 6.90
t4.75 8.60
9.51 7.48
6.28 't.32

4.80 5.33
16.03  4 . t l
n.74 3.94
10.48 5.94
9.01  10 .08
9. l9  2 .92

4.99 0.(X 8.92 1.68 10.744.24

As Table 2.13 shows, even in non-agricultural
activities, the tribals take the lead in wage labour,
mainly in road work, along with work in brick
making, carpentry, some casual labour such as
loading sand, tree felling, etc. There is a lot of
diversity in this category for the tribals. The
Sundhis and SCs, however, largely do petty
trading, supplemented by casual labour in nearby
towns. The SCs have accessed road work
somewhat more than the Sundhis. Paraja women
have done some road work, but the others have
not. All communities collect some amount of
MFP and forage items and this work goes on
through the year. Many Sundhi households buy
firewood from the tribals on a regular basis. Table
2.14 gives the numbers for trading days for the
three communities.

Table 2.14. Trading Days by Community Group end Sex

Group Female

So Sundhi women are not very much involved
in trading either. SC women seem to do this
relatively more often when trading is a household
occupation. Tribal trading is negligible. Figure
2.1 gives an idea of the large differences in per
capita per day productive day spent by each
group:

While there are very large differences between
the community groups in amount of working
time, everybody follows the basic peaks and
troughs dictated by the seasonality of agricultural
tasks.

There is one case of a tribal boy being sent to
Rayagada to learn vehicle repair with a relative.
As a result he becomes absent from the data from
about March onwards. However, there is no
record ofhim sending back any money. In another
such case, however, a tribal boy has gone to
Semiliguda for some work and has brought back
500 rupees after about 4 months. But these are
rare cases. Sundhi traders can occasionally go as
far as Koraput to buy and sell, and there are two
such cases here. For most part, though, they stay
close to home and nearby villages.

(3)(2)( l )

Gen
SC
ST
Total

472.5
104
48

624.5

6 l
98.5
0.5
160
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Table 2.15. Activities and Corresponding Days
by Children and Adults

Activity

EMPI.OYMENT, INCOME AND FOOD INTAKE OF THE POOR

Figure 2.1. Daily Distribution of Average Per Capita Per Day Productive Days by Community Group
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As shown in Table 2.15. children contribute
4076 days ofproductive work, or 21.43 per cent
of all productive days. Most of the days spent by
children on non-agricultural wage work are in

D.y ot yaar

cow-herding (1197). This is done for both own
cattle and sometimes for others, for a small wage
or food. Children from 4 tribal families do this on
a regular basis. Since Sundhi children do not
engage in wage labour, most of the agricultural
wage labour is done by tribal children. Some SC
children go to school, but most contribute very
little to the household economy. Since SC
households are largely landless, there is very little
for them to do.

School days were divided among all children
as: tribal: 396, Sundhi: 2347 and SC: 805. One
Sundhi boy above 16 years of age was attending
I 2th class and spent I 34 days in school. The entire
396 school days of tribal children are due to 2
children attending a residential tribal school. No
other tribal children reported going to school.
Both the Sundhi and SC children go to the village
school or to Chikamb for higher classes. Two
Sundhi boys did data enumeration for this study
and took a month off to study for their board
examinations. Two younger Sundhi boys
replaced them for the period.

Days

chitd

Child Total
Adult

Adult Total

Agriculture
Agricultural wage
Agricultural exchange
Non-agricultural wage
Forage
MFP
School
Other

Agriculture
Agricultural wage
Agricultural exchange
Non-agricultural wage
Forage
MFP
School
Other

M3
t393

3 l
1730
tl7
362

3577
14310
21963
6 3 1 I
8873
347

3664
869

23M
r36

t6336
38875
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Figure 2.2. Monthly Distribution of Productive Days by Main Categories

May Jun

Month ot yor

As shown in Figure 2.2 agnalttxe is the main
driver of the economy. The overall pattern of
productive days during the year remains tied to
the agricultural calendar. When there is less of
farming activity, all others pickup.In spiteof this,
February to April remains a leisure period.

With this detailed picture of the employment
patternin UpperGodala, we now turnto thewages
and income that is derived from all this activity.

Wage and Income

Unlike in Sanabaleshwar, there are three
distinct income streams here:

l. Agricultural prodwe
2. Agricultural wage labour
3. Non-agricultural work: wage labour,

trading

Some of the payment for farm labour comes
in kind, and sometimes government road work
projects pay in kind as well. To understand these
origins of income let us start by looking at the
figures for these income streams so that their
dimensions become clear and thev can be

discussed in more detail.

The following definitions are set down:

l .

2.

Earnings (cash orkind): These are recorded
daily earnings. Agricultural and
non-agricultural wage labour has been
included here, with daily wages paid in cash
or kind. MFP collection and forage is also
included here. For example, collecting
firewoodhas firewood as earning in kind to
be valued as prevailing market price. The
imputed value of this forest related income
is separated into the portion that is retained
for home use and that which is sold for cash.
The first is retained as earnings in kind and
the second reported as sale of MFP items
in cash separately.

Trade in non-agricultural items: This
consists entirely of net income from petty
trade. Sundhi and SC households are
engaged in this activity to a significant
degree. For peripatetic traders, these
earnings are reported when the persoo
comes home after a period of work away.
The purchase side of this trade is also
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recorded. So the calculation ofearning from
this activity is somewhat different, and has
been separated from other routine daily
earnings.

Harvest (sold and retained): The entire
harvest of all households is valued at
prevailing market prices as and when it

EMPLOYMENT, INCOME AND FOOD INTAKE OFTHE POOR 627

comes in. The portion that is sold is

separated from the portion which is

retained.

Table2.16 gives the items that are obtained as

harvest, forage, minor forest produce by month

of production and prevailing market price.

3.

Table 2.16. Items Ifarvested, Collected from Forest and Sold, by Time of Production and Price (Rs)

Price (Rs/kg) Month Produce Price (Rs/kg)

(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Feb

Alasi

Paddy
Pulses
Suan

Ginger

Alasi
Ragi
Konda
Brooms

Potato

Ragi

Garlic

Potato
Turmeric

Siali rope
Mango
Tamarind

Tendka flowers

l 5
Rice - 3.67

1 2

l 5
4
30
10/bunch

3
4
l0

4
t 6

l0/bunch 5 8

Exch for salt

Jun Paddy

GingerJul

Aug Turmeric
Ginger

Ginger
Paddy

Paddy
Pulses

Rice - 4.60

t 6
l 2

12
Rice - 5.35

Rice - 5.20
7

Mar

May

Oct

Nov

Paddy is a major crop and unlike in
Sanabaleshwar, use of minor cereals is much less
here. The only other cereal that is grown in large
quantities is suan. Some pulses are grown, only
for home use. Ginger, garlic, potato are cash crops
and are sold, as is the biggest cash crop, alasi.

Since the sale of trade goods or harvest produce

rarely takes place in the same month in which they

were purchased or produced, the total monthly

reporting of these earnings have occasional

negative signs in Table 2.17 .
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Table 2.17. All Income Streams (Rs)

ocT-DEC 2007

Month Harvest Retained Harvest
Sold

Trade Goods
Sold
(net)

Cash (Wage and Kind
MFP Cash (Wage, MFP,

Sale) Earnings Forage) Earnings

Total

(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)0 )
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr

May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep

Oct
Nov
Total
VoTotal

45511
-781 I
-1307
1r270

-671

-3761
2947
-714
2t69

-r677

14042
54t41

rl4l40
27.87

t435
3597r
8479
577
674

3815
474
980
212

1834

2800
272

57523
t4.M

6531
26725
t2923
8201
1162

-3669
-r612
3807
4402
-327

-8306
-579

49E58
L2.17

8640
10469
10070
11580
8579

8605
6164

19385
9215
7010

3285
3790

106792
26.07

6070
6799
5726
4960
5579

20675
4898
3893
4550
5685

7686
4759

Er280
19.84

68187
72t53
35892
36588
t5923

25665
12870
2'.735r
20547
t2525

19507
62383

409592
100

Cash income from all sources (wage and sale
of harvest, trade goods and MFP items) forms
52.29 per cent of the total income. Income in kind
(wage in kind, forage, MFP, and retained harvest)
forms 47.71per cent of the total income. Total
cash wage income is 26.07 per cent of the total
income. Of the sale of all non-agricultural items,
only 5 I 92 rupees or about I 0 per cent comes from
MFP collections. The rest comes from trading
activity (net).

It is clear that the sale of trade goods peaks
when the sale of harvest produce is at it maximum
in the months of January and February. This is
also when cash income from agricultural labour
peaks.

The average total annual household income in
Sanabaleshwar was 6268 rupees, and it is 9032
rupees in Upper Godala, a 45 per cent difference.
The differences with Sanabaleshwar are in twcr
clear areas: the negligible income from sale of
MFP, and the large contribution of cash wages
from agricultural and other daily wage labour.
The presence of cash income from wage labour
has two main origins. The first is that the land is
reasonably flat and can be cultivated more than
once a year with some irrigation from a water
source. This makes for a much larser harvest and

also makes agricultural wage labour necessary.
The second is that there is a tar road running very
close to the village, which creates mobility,
opportunity and therefore access to
non-agricultural wage employment elsewhere.
Government work programmes are easier to bring
to places like Upper Godala than to hilly,
inaccessible villages like Sanabaleshwar. Table
2.18 gives a break-up of daily earnings in cash
and kind:

This table gives an idea of the dominant role
played by non-agricultural wage work in the
overall cash income of households in Upper
Godala. It forms 43.43 per cent of the total wage
income. Income in kind from forest related tasks,
34.71 per cent, is mostly from firewood
collection. Paid agricultural labour, in cash and
kind, forms only 17.07 per cent of the total. Of
the total non-agricultural wage income, average
annual household share ofParajas is 146l rupees,
of Sundhis 2461 rupees and of the SCs 2356
rupees. A more detailed look reveals that the
difference comes from wage work in other towns,
what is generally called 'labour work'. This is
accessed much more by the Sundhi and SC
households than by the Parajas who tend not to
venture too far from home in search of work.
Sending an occasional child to a tribal school or
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to train for vehicle repair is rare and most tribal
adults do not venture away in search of work. So,
while government road work available close to
the village is accessed equally (even a bit more
by tribals than others) by all, the outside labour
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makes the difference in the final cash earnings
from this source of income between the
community groups. Table 2.19 gives the
distribution of income across the communitv
groups:

Table 2.18. Cash Wage Income and Income in Kind as Wage and from Unsold Forest Produce (Rs) by Source

Month Agriculture Forest Non-aericultural Total

Cash Kind Cash Kind Cash Kind

(8 )(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep
Oct
Nov
Total
Va Total

3060
t474

90
570

1022
2820
2674
2365
3330
2055
2295
2630

24387
t2.9',1

472
264
820

l 5
132
369
562
592
755
700
822

2199
7702

4.1

3510
5397
4651
482'l
5049

19889
3846
2945
30'2
4c'8
5936
2070

6527r
34;t1

5580
8985
9760

I 1000
7547
5785
3490

16910
5630
4845
990

I 160
81686
43.43

2088
tt37
255
l l 8
398
417
490
356
723
907
927
490

8306
4.42

14710
17268
t5'796
16540
14158
29280
rr062
232'18
t3765
t2695
t0971
8549

188072
100

0
t0

220
10
l0
0
0

l l 0
255
1 1 0

0
0

728
0.39

Table 2.19. Distribution of Main Sources of Income (Rs.) Across Cornmunity Groups

Gen

Harvest Sale Wage Harvest Sale Wage Harvest Sale Wage

STSC

(10)(e)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
0ct
Nov
Total

21265
13009

0
0
0
0
0
0

9 l
40

7485
25089
66979

3620
23r35
10125
75r0
1382

-4559
- t7 t2
3640
4921
-800

-8750
300

38812

4873
5792
5070
5903
5282
4594
26W
4t4l
l5 l5
1949
947

1054
43',t21

48
150

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

51 87
5387

2890
3430
2408
-269
-30
340

l0
117

-815
-291
-948
-989
5854

1 8  l 0
3130
t670
1525
715

l4 l0
1630
3485
1480
845
760

1240
19700

25634
15001
7173

tt84'l
3

54
3420
267

2287
l l 8

9357
24138
99297

21 8027
160 8345
390 9056
960 9112
410 816 l
550 2327'1
90 6832
50 15652

295 r0',170
764 9901

1392 9264
ll0 6255

5192 t24651
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The Sundhis grow only paddy and alasi. Only
one ofthe SC households has land, but two others
have done share cropping on Sundhi land, and
have some harvest of paddy in November and
Decemher.

The tribals grow a wide variety of produce,
alasi, paddy (summer and winter), ginger, garlic,
potato, pulses, and vegetables. As a result there
is a steady stream of produce being harvested
through the year, with the exception of April and
May. Mango is harvested in May, along with
increased firewood collection, giving a sharp
peak in the daily wages.

Among the non-agricultural sale, the tribals
sell only MFP, while the Sundhis and SCs sell
only other items of trade.

It was observed that not all the land available
is cropped every year. The decision to sow or not
depends on many factors; mainly availability of
labour (family and other) and condition of land
(sometimes there can be some water-logging
from the previous year in low lying lands), and
the ability to get land prepared in time for sowing.
Large land holders (more than 5 acres of both dry
and irrigated, all of them Sundhi) suffer most in
all these respects. In fact, it was observed that a
large portion of the Sundhi land was not cropped
at all. They took one large crop ofpaddy and alasi
and did not sow anything else. They prefer to do
trading the rest of the time. However, tribals have
harvested ragi, pulses and suan on rain fed land.
In addition, they have planted other cash crops
like garlic, ginger and potato on irrigated uplands.

To complete the picture of employment and
occupation in Upper Godala,Table2.2O gives the
per productive day income from the main
activities for the three community groups.
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Table 2.20. Productivity of Employment by Community
Group and Main Activity Groups (Rs)

Rs / productive day Gen SC

Agriculture 42.50
Forest I 1.89
Non-agricultural 51.96
Total 37.79
Total Productive days 3956

t4.96 17.58 2t. '13
12.9t 20.49 t't.66
28.43 12.65 23.99
21.06 16.86 21.54
t469 13592 19017

Whilethe Sundhis work 3.5 times less than the
tribals, they earn 2.24 times more per productive
day. It is striking to see that with all the improved
conditions ofland and irrigation, productivity of
agriculture is not vastly better than in
Sanabaleshwar (18.25 rupees). However, the
number of working days in agriculture has
increased greatly in Upper Godala for the tribals
and there is much better availability of cash with
easy access to markets. Trading pays offat a very
high rate of return per working day, at 51.96
rupees for the Sundhis and at28.43 rupees for the
SCs. Peripatetic trading in specific items such as
clothes and umbrellas is more profitable than
petty trading within the village.

The Sundhis do better in agriculture also. This
is mainly because they have better quality land -
streambed and upland inigated paddy. It is for this
reason that they also do not cultivate low priced
cereals like suan at all. By sticking to paddy and
alasi, they maximise returns on the small amount
oflabour that they do put into agriculture.

The Sundhis and SCs maximise their returns
on non-agricultural activities by engaging in petty
trading and accessing higher wage casual labour
in nearby towns. The Parajas only access nearby
government road works.

With this picture of the work and income
situation of the village, we shall now turn to the
food intake data and connect all the pieces to that
central theme.

TotalST

(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )
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Food Intake

Food intake data in Upper Godala was
collected everyday in the evening. The range of
foods consumed is quite large, but the number of
cereals is smaller than in Sanabaleshwar. The
other major difference between the two villages
is thatthere is alarge amountof outsidefoodeaten
in Upper Godala compared to Sanabaleshwar.
Liquor is purchased on a regular basis. Meals are
eaten very often while visiting the weekly market,
as wage payment for agricultural labour, while
visiting relatives or attending functions like
marriages and funerals. Data on purchased food
has been recorded. An approximate calorie count
of purchased meals and liquor was also made
based on rough measurements of quantities, as
well as those provided commonly as payment for
wage labour. However, meals eaten in householc
functions or in other people's houses could not be
measured and have been left out ofthe calculation
for food calories. Marriages take place in
February and April is the month for visiting
relatives.

For all households put together 43 per cent of
the total income was spent on food.
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Table 2.21 gives the types of food that are
cooked at home in Upper Godala on a regular
basis.

Table 2.21. Foods Consumed at Home

Cereals Rice, ragi, suan
Pulses Gantia, baili seeds
MeaVfish Chicken, fish, eggs, porft, beef
Vegetable Greens, brinjal, beans, potato, tomato,

pumpkin

Fruits
Others

Papaya, jackfruit, mango
Edible oil, liquor

Figure 2.3. Average Per Capita Per Day Distribution of Food Consurnption (kcal) by Community

Only the Sundhis consume edible oil on a daily
basis. The tribals use it in their cooking only on
special occasions, or when meat is cooked.
Otherwise, food is boiled, as in Sanabaleshwar.
It is the preferred way. The SCs also use very little
oil, They are the only households that consume
beef. They dry the meat in strips and eat it like a
pickle with rice gruel.

Figure 2.3 gives the distribution of perday per
capita consumed kcals from all food sources, at
home and outside, by the three groups.
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kcal per day per capita to the Sundhi diet. Meat,
fish and eggs are very occasional even in Sundhi
households and do not contribute to the diet in a
significant amount. Pulses are eaten in larger
quantities here than in Sanabaleshwar, but still
form a minor part of the total intake. It is a cereal
based diet.

Rice is harvested and purchased. Of the total
rice consumed in the sample households in Upper
Godala (24537 kg), 50 per cent was purchased
and the rest harvested. There is heavy dependence
on purchased rice. However, there are Sundhi
households with large plots of streambed paddy
who never purchase any rice from outside at all.
Most of the rice is purchased from the fair price
shop in Chikamb. The prices of most
commodities in this entire tribal belt of southem
Orissa are about the same.

Table 2.22 gives a monthly reckoning of
various variables in the study for Upper Godala.
It creates a complex picture of the
interdependence between productive time,
income and food intake.

The annual average per capita per day calorie
intake for tribals is 1958 kcal, for Sundhis 1817
kcal and for the SCs l79l kcal (in Sanabaleshwar
it was 1584 kcal). This follows the overall pattern
of working days. The tribals spend the most
number of days in productive activities and the
SCs the least. The three community groups follow
a very similar trajectory, again basically dictated
by agricultural seasonality. The low period in
food intake extends from September (250 days)
to November. Things start picking up in
December and the peak intake period is from
April to July. These are quite different from the
peaks and troughs in Sanabaleshwar. The
difference between the peak and trough is about
450 kcal, much smaller than in Sanabaleshwar.

Unlike Sanabaleshwar, tribal Upper Godala
eats dominantly rice and ragi, cooked in a gruel
accompanied by vegetables, some tamarind or
raw mango and chillies. Some suan is eaten, but
in very small quantities, and only by those who
harvest it. The Sundhis do not eat suan at all.
Cereal calories form about 88 per cent ofthe tribal
diet, and 85 per cent of the Sundhi and SC diet.
Edible oil contributes on the averase about 60-70

Table 2.X2. Monthly Distribution of Variable Values for Upper Godala

Month Rice Rice
Harvest (kg) Purchase

(ke)

Rice Rice Price
Consumed (Rs)

(ke)

PerCapita Cash Cash PerCapita
Per Day Income Income Per Day

Intake (kcal) Trade (Rs.) Non-Trade Productive
(Rs) Days

(e)(8 )(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2\( l )

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
sep
Oct
Nov

4816
J

0
0
0
il
532
0
0
0

2252
9591

673
J408
977
l  156
747
tt75
993
1222
I  136
1045
965
699

2363
23W
2tt3
2169
2136
2334
2t6' l
2047
r696
157'7
t694
1933

3.67
4.97
6.17
5 . 1 8
4.73
4.83
4.59
5.63
4.62
5.29
5.34
5.22

I 890
1919
1987
t926
1974
)o)a
20t5
t92l
t75l
1787
t72 l
1786

653 I
26725
t2923
8201
r762
-3669
-t6t2
3807
4402
- ) z  I

-8306
-579

10075
46M0
I 8549
12t57
9253
t2420
6638
20365
9427
8844
6085
4062

0.42
0.29
0.2
0.23
0.23
0.36
0.35
0.36
0.35
0.3
0.34
0.32

Total t7205 12194 24537 5.02 49858 1643151891 0.3 t
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The amountofricepurchased and harvested is
greater than the amount consumed by 4862 kg.
This is due to the fact that a large amount of rice
has been harvested in October and November and
will be consumed in the coming year. The lows
in the productive time generally coincide with the
highs in the food intake. This pattern is the same
as in Sanabaleshwar. When people are dependent
on the harvest to a large degree, there is a lag
between production and consumption. However,
cash frorn wage labour and sale ofalasi and other
produce gives households the ability to purchase
food. There are differences among households in
this respect, of course. Those who grow no paddy
must buy all their rice. The low period in food
consumption from September to November is the
time when most of these resources are running
low. Cash from sale of agricultural produce and
the previous year's harvest are both low. It is at
this time that agricultural and non-agricultural
labour brings in much needed cash to keep the
food intake at a reasonable level, keeping it from
falling to the abysmal levels seen in
Sanabaleshwar. There is a strong statistical
correlation (at 0.05 significance) between cash
earnings of households and the per capita per day
calorie intake.

Unlike in Sanabaleshwar there is no clear
statistically significant correlation across
households between the annual average per capita
per day calorie intake and productive time.
However, the differences between the
communities demonstrate this very strongly. The
Parajas work the most and also eat the most, with
the Sundhis and SCs coming second and third,
respectively. With the availability of cultivable
land, irrigation and access to the outside world,
there is much greater diversity in occupations and
in some sense, the Sundhis represent the
community that straddles the agricultural and
non-agricultural opportunities. As a result they
earn the most, but their women are not engaged
in productive work and overall, they work and eat
much less. The SCs are the poor of this village,
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with no land and only wage opportunities, which
are typically much harder for women to access.
They work the least and eat the least.

It is interesting that at this point we see that
income is not proving to be a significant marker
of food intake. The real correlation with how
much people eat has most to do with how many
days of productive work they spend in the year.
So. even with somewhat better levels of income
than Sanabaleshwar, the same conclusion is
reached. Those who work less. eat less.

lt is important to stress here that this study does
not, cannot, claim a causal connection between
work and food intake. It is not possible to say that
people who eat less, do so because they work less,
or vice versa. All that can be concluded is that the
two go hand in hand.

The intrinsic connection between what people
eat, at what and for how long they are employed,
and the income from this employment is clearly
demonstrated in these Orissa villases.

III. MUTTAKAUD

Introduction

The study of this village along with the two
villages in Orissa was a very different experience.
People had to be convinced that we were taking
information for 'good purposes'. Since a 'village'

in Kerala is a very large and populous affair, there
was no question of doing the kind of sampling
that was done in Orissa. It would not have been
possible to get the data. So we chose instead to
focus on Muttakaud village, which forms one
ward of Venganoor gram panchayat in
Trivandrum district. An initial list of respondents
was made of the households in this ward by
picking every other household, a 50 per cent
sample. A meeting was held to explain why we
were doing this and why they needed to stay with
this process for a whole year. Six out of the initial
list dropped out and had to be replaced by their
next door neighbours, and the final list was
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up with coconut thatch. The very poor can be
found living under plastic sheets over half built
walls, or have walls also made of coconut thatch.

There were very few families in this village
that had sent a person to the gulf. Our supervisor
was one, and there were only a few others. Among
the rest, there were a few retired government
employees, and a few salaried people. Their
houses were made of brick with plaster, and had
tiled roofs.

Most people either had a dug well in their yard,
or used a neighbour's for all household needs.
There is a large common well/pond in the middle
of the village that everybody is free to use. The
village is electrified. There is a fair price shop near
the road, and both, the primary health centre and
the school, are within walking distance. All
children go to school.

One of the peculiarities of this village, and the
nearby region, is the presence of Pentecostal
churches. These are halls where prayers are held.
There are pastors who work here full time, who
are not necessarily local, and can be transferred.
Going to church, or for worship (as our
enumerators translated) is a fairly regular activity
undertaken by Christians and non-Christians
alike. Food is served in the Pentecostal churches
on a daily basis and there seems to be an
understanding that if you come in the morning
and worship till lunch time, you will get free food.
There are households in this village that use this
'facility' regularly. In fact, the analysis showed
that there are some marked differences between
those who indulge in worship on a more regular
basis and those who only do it occasionally, if at
all. Among our sample, there was one clear case
of depending on the worship-for-food facility
because there was nothing to eat at home. The
husband was Hindu and the wife Christian. with
two small children.

prepared. This list had 50 households. Then l0
more were added on the demand of the partner
NGO from another part of Venganoor, called
Vavamoola, about a kilometre from Muttakaud,
further downhill to the east and on the banks of a
very large sweet water lake. Many of these were
share cropping vegetable growers on small plots
of land.

Data collection was not an easy or smooth
process. People here tended to go away from their
homes for long periods of time. Since most are
landless, there is nothing holding them down. So
every now and then, an entire household would
vanish for 2-3 weeks. The only household which
was depending on remittances from a gulf country
refused to divulge the amount. One household had
a crisis when the elder daughter ran away with a
boy in the neighbouring village. This was so
upsetting that they stopped talking to the
enumerator and had to be persuaded back into the
process. The household ofone ofthe local pastors
moved away when he was transferred to another
village.

Muttakaud village is set on the eastern slopes
of the Western Ghats that border the Kovalam
beachjust south of Trivandrum city. One can walk
from this village to Kovalam over the hill behind
the village. The village starts from the main roac
from Trivandrum to Venganoor, and climbs
steadily uphill. Bus frequency is very high on this
road and the village is well connected to the rest
of the region. Trivandrum is only 45 minutes
away. There are no roads inside the village, only
footpaths. It is a lush green place, with lots of
coconut, jackfruit, mango and banana growing in
small garden plots around houses.

It is possible to get a first estimate of the
economic status of a family by looking at the type
ofhouse. Unbaked brick walls and coconut thatch
roofs is the minimum here. External appearances
can be deceptive sometimes. The inside brick
walls can be crumbling ortile roofs can bepatched
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Many children under and about I 0 years ofage
looked somewhat undernourished, thin and pale.
Many had skin diseases, such as white patches,
peeling skin, cracks, etc., that were evident to the
casual eye. Many people, even in the age group
30-40 years had hypertension or diabetes. Of
course, these were diagnosed diseases. In the two
Orissa villages, people rarely, ifever, go to a place
where a diagnosis of this type is made.

We start with a demographic profile of the
sample households.

Basic Demography

There are 60 households, with a total of 253
members. There was one Muslim.9 Christian and
50 Hindu households. All households specified a
caste, such as Nadar, Cheramer, Vishwakarma,
Ezhava, etc. There were no external differences
to be seen in the way the three communities lived.
Table 3.1 gives the basic information about this
sample.

Household structure is quite nuclear. Once in
a while a married son or daughter will be living
with their parents with spouse and children, but
this is usually the case when there is only one
surviving parent. Cases of child death are
negligible here. Only 4 women reported child
death. Of the 139 born, only 6 have died, 4.3 per
cent. In Sanabaleshwar, this figure was 35 percent
and in Upper Godala, 24.6 per cent. Three adults
died from the sample households in Muttakaud
village during the year. Age of marriage is very
high for both men and women. As a result adult
unmarried children can be found living with their
parents. This leads to a higher household income,
since there could be as many as 3 earning
members in a family for four. Of the total 60, 27
households had only adults in the households, all
above the age of 16 years. Some of the adult
children got married during the study period and
moved away. Table 3.2 gives the distribution of
householdmembers across age and sex. There are
223 members above the ase of 5.
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Table 3,1. Basic Information About Sample Households

Total number of people
Total number of households
Females (%)

Males (7o)

Adults (7o)

Children ( I 6 or less years) (7o)
Age Groups (7o)
0 - 5
6 - 1 6
l7  -25
26-40
4 t - 6 0
60 and above
Total
Other Assets
Households with cows (l-3)
Households with buffaloes (l-3)
Households with pigs/goats (l-3)
Households with poultry or ducks (2-3)
Households with motorcycle
Households with bicycle
Households with wristwatches
Households with radio
Households with television
Households with fans
Household Asset Value (all items)
(Rs)
None
Up to 5000
5001 - 10000
10001 - 30000
30001 - 60000
Greater than 60000

Table 3.2. Distribution of Ifousehold
Members by Age and Sex

Age groups Female Male Total

0 - 5
6 - 1 6
l7  -25
2 6 - 4 5
4 6 - 6 0
Above 60
Total

Most households had legal ownership of the
land on which their house is built, anywhere
between 10-30 cents. Only one familv had farm

252
60
49
5 l
70
30

7.9
22.6
r8.2
27.7
20.2
3.6
100

6
4

l 7
l 6
5
9

J I

32
20

7
l 3
l 3
l 8
6
J

(4)(3 )(2)( l )

t 4
22
20
34
28
6

t a i

l5
26
25
36
,2,

3
t28

29
48
45
't0

5 l
9

252



land of 60 cents, which they leased out for paddy
cultivation. This was a retired sovernment
employee.

Cattle and goats are used for milk, both for
home use and to sell extra amounts. Goat milk is
had quite commonly, as is meat. Chickens and
ducks are used for eggs and meat.

Televisions are cornmon and many comments
are made about people in such economic
conditions spending money on consumer goods
like these. Most sets are second hand, costing
about 3000 rupees.

Twelve households had debt, ranging from
25000 to 140000 rupees. All were to be repaid
within the year, but at the end of the year most
had not. Most of this loan had been taken for house
building or repair, only in one case to buy a
motorcycle, and in another for farming.
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All but 6 households had a household

electricity connection. Firewood is the common

fuel for cooking food, and only 6 households had

LPG connections, which they used sparingly,

combined with firewood. All firewood is

collected from around the house. There are no

cases reported of purchase of firewood. While

some households spend some time in gathering

firewood, it is not considered a major activity,

unlike in Orissa, where a large fraction of time

was spent on it.

Education levels are given in the following

table distributed by age group. Everybody is
literate, including the very old. All children in the
age-group 6-16 years go to school. The

distribution ofeducation levels across age is given

in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3. Age-wise Distribution of Education Levels

Education/Age n < 6 - 1 6 t'7 - 25 26-40 4l - 60 60 & above Total

(8)(7)(6)(s)(4)r 1 )(2)( l )

l 6
68
t28
. A

il
6

253

0
3
3
0
0
I
7

0
l 3
26
J

4
0
46

0
8
50
8
I
0
tl

0
0
25
l3
6
2
46

0
3 l
24
0
0
0

SS

l6
0
0
0
0
0
l6

None
Up to Class 5
Class 6 - l0
C lass  l 1  - 12

Bachelors
Diploma
Total

Of the total 253 household members, 16 were
children too young to be in school. Nobody above
the age of 5 reports nevbr going to school. The
education level among the 26 - 40 age group is
very good. Among the young, l7 - 25 years, there
are some with bachelor degrees now, most in
commerce. There is one B.Tech. and one M.Com.
This is not surprising given the reputation of
Kerala in education. The fact remains that
education is also highly accessible. Many young
people go to college by taking a bus to a nearby
town, or even sometimes to Trivandrum, about
45 minutes away. Such accessibility was

completely absent for the two villages in Orissa.

With this introduction to the households of
Muttakaud, let us turn to their activity and
employment scenario.

Activitie s, O ccupations and Employment

The occupations of the sample households in
Muttakaud are quite different from those of the
two Orissa villages. In the first place, there is no
own agriculture here. While there is farm land
around the village, none of the households in the
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sample own it. In Muttakaud there were only
about 4 households with small amounts of farm
land. None of them are in this sample. Also, there
is no significant non-agricultural employer in the
area, such as a large industry or similar enterprise.
Most people work as wage labour in various
agricultural and non-agricultural activities.

A few households in the sample do share
cropping on small plots of land (40 - 60 cents),
growing amaranthus (a leafy vegetable) and cow
peas. The produce is largely sold to wholesalers
from Trivandrum. There is wage labour available
in agriculture for ploughing, but at no other times.
The other dominant agricultural labour is to
harvest coconuts from other people's trees. This
is an ongoing process through the year and the
mainstay of a few households. Coconuts
harvested from household trees are usually used
at home, and rarely sold. On the average each
household consumes 1.5 coconuts a day. There
are cases where a tree has been given on an annual
lease in exchange for some cash payment and
some coconuts. There is some fishing and dairy
keeping. There is one family, with cows at home,
that sells milk to the nearby households.

In non-agricultural work, many people work
as construction labour in the nearby area, and
sometimes as far away as Trivandrum. The
activity is usually referred to as 'mason's

assistant/help'. So it is manual labour, and not
skilled. There is a stone quarry nearby and some
women work here, breaking big stones into small
ones for daily wage. Then there is a wide variety
ofjobs that people have taken up. There are some
regular jobs that pay a monthly salary: one
fireman, one postman, one LIC agent, one pastor,
one watchman, one conductor, and one postman.
Some get paid when and for the amount that they
work: one cook, one teashop owner, two petty
traders, one fireman, one nurse, one babysitter,
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one tuition master, two carpenters, two tailors,
one weaver, two pastors, three auto drivers, one
watchman, one person working in a saw mill and
another in an aquarium, and one building
contractor.

The spread of non-agricultural work is very
wide, some of it skilled, such as tuition master,
nurse, weaver, tailor and auto driver. Many of
these people also do construction labour on the
side or when nothing else is available. The auto
drivers, carpenters, cook, saw mill worker,
aquarium worker and tuition master have all done
this. When men stay home, it is only because there
is no work available. This was made clear at the
outset. Even while filling in the forms, emphatic
replies came to the question about how the day
was spent: 'no work at all'.

Women usually take up either home based
work, the weaver and tailors are women, or work
in the nearby quarry breaking stones. But by and
large women do not engage in sustained
productive activities. They engage in housework
for most of the time.

Table 3.4 gives the primary accounting of time
spent by all members of the sample households,
distributed by sex:

Men spend 41.58 per cent and women 10.67
per cent of their respective time in productive
activities. In all 26.02 per cent of the total time
available to the members of the sample
households was spent in productive activities, and
73.98 per cent on other activities. As a percentage
of total days available, both men (20.65 per cent)
and women (5.38 per cent) in this sample work
far less than the tribals of Upper Godal a (27 .48
per cent for men and 13.92 per cent for women).
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Table 3.4. Distribution of Time Spent by Sex

ocT-DEC 2007

Male

Female Total
Total

Other Male Agri Non-agri Other
Total

Month Agd Non-agri

(  l0 )(e)(8)(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Dec 476
Jan 441
Feb 424
Mar 487
Apr 390
May 42O
Jun 452
Jul 515
Aug 415
Sep 369
Oct 408
Nov 407
Total 5201
MIF Vo 13.27
Vo Total 6.59

871
1040
996
998
905
816
970
854
871
873
982
928

11101
28.32
14.06

1850
1749
1770
1954
2070
2263
1878
2020
t997
t722
1878
1754

22902
58.42
29.00

3r97
3230
3189
3438
3364
3498
3299
3388
3282
2964
3268
3088
39204
100

49.65

212
1 1 4

201
209
178
138
184
t96
2tl
160
164
148

22U
5.59
2.82

202
199
199
168
90
135
214
177
163
t66
159
149

? m 9
5.08
2.56

2802
28r8
2859
3 l  l 6
3092
3226
2966
3095
2979
2781
2986
2803
3552I)
E9.33
u.98

3216 64t3
3240 6470
3259 6448
3493 6931
3359 6723
3499 6997
3363 6662
3467 6855
3353 6634
3to7 6071
3309 6577
3099 6t87
39763 7896il
100

50.35 100

Men spend about twice as much time on
non-agricultural work as in agriculture. Women
spend about equal time in both. For all the
education, easy access to the road, electrification,
access to water, schools, health facilities. women

here work far less than even the Sundhi women
of Upper Godala.

Figure 3.1 gives an idea of the degree of
'unemployment' over the year.

Figure 3.1. Monthly Days Spent on Agricultural and Non.agricultural Activities

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
Month
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April and May are low months. As can be seen
agricultural activities continue at an even pace
through the year. This is due to the fact that one
of the main activities in this category is coconut
harvest, which goes on through the year. There is
a slight increase in July, when some ploughing
work is available. Since half the population is
spending 95 per cent of its time largely in
housework, it is unlikely that any ofthese ups and
downs are going to be very significant.

As mentioned earlier, this sample showed a
marked tendency towards spending time in
worship. Table 3.5 gives an idea of how many
days, by sex.

Table 3.5. Days Spent in Worship, by Sex

Month Female Male Total
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in the next section the wage and income situation
related to this working pattern and try to probe
when and why women may be working.

Wage and Income

Wage and income calculation in the case of
these Kerala households was relatively easier
than in Orissa. There is no need to impute
agricultural income, and wage is almost entirely
paid in cash and rarely if ever in kind. The only
people who get paid a small amount in kind are
the coconut harvesters, They get a few coconuts
in addition to money. There is hardly any harvest,
except coconuts from the trees in the house yard,
and a few vegetables that people grow in their
back yards. All of these have been imputed, and
form a negligible amount in the total income.

We shall look at the total income from
agriculture and non-agricultural work in Table
3.6, distributed by month.

Tsble 3.6. Monthly Distribution of Income
by All Sources (Rs)

Agri. Non-agri. Total

(4)(3)/ ) \( l )

Dec 135
Jan l l3
Feb 155
Mar 175
Apr 132
May 146
Jun l'11
Jul 155
Aug 146
Sep 138
Oct 201
Nov 166
Total 1833
Vo Total 58.79

t37
1 1

l l 8
142
83
t23
109
r02
99
86
120
92

1285
41.21

272
190
273
3 1 6
215
269
279
257
245
224
321
258
31rE
100

(4)r 1 \(2)( l )

Dec

Jan

Feb

32425
38969
483r3

95406
109289
123305

t27831
148258
l 7  t  6 l 8

Women engage in worship much more than
men on a much more regular basis. The pastors'
worship days are all counted as productive, even
though they get paid only once in a while, not
necessarily on a monthly basis. In cases where
food is received after worship, the time counts as
productive. All other worship days are counted as
non-productive.

The degree of unemployment among men is
very high. And unlike in the Orissa villages, this
can be called unemployment because the
respondents characterised it as such. We shall see

Only a quarter of the total income of these
households comes from agricultural sources. The
rest comes from non-agricultural work.

Mar 50781
Apr 39170
May 32565
Jun 46892
Jul 56050
Aug 39565
Sep 35175
Oct 38380
Nov 35730
Total 494015
VoTotal 26.63

r 18740 t69521
104790 143960
93970 126535

157420 204312
106135 162185
133410 t72975
94110 129285

108625 147W5
1 1 5 5 8 0  l 5 l 3 l 0

1360780 1854795
73.37 100
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They also relied a great deal on the Pentecostal
church to provide them with food when there was
nothing at home. Two of the three pastors are also
very poor, getting paid only occasionally and in
varying amounts, but getting food once a day
fairly regularly. The records for these households
were complete and they are counted in the entire
analysis.

There is a clear correlation between the
number of days worked by members and the
household income here, since most income comes
from daily wage in cash. Figure 3.2 gives the
graph of productive days and income by
household. Households with only adults and those
with some children have been marked to show the
difference in both, amount of productive time and
income.

There are a few odd households in this sample.
There are 4 households with only I or 2 old
people, who are supported largely by their
children. This support comes in kind rather than
cash and was very hard to measure. Then there is
one household. with one woman and 2 small
children, with the husband in the gulf. The
remittances from him were not divulged by the
household and as a result, the actual income is not
known. These households were dropped for the
analysis of income and food intake.

There is another household, with husband,
wife and two small children, in which nobody has
steady work and is supported by the uncles and
aunts of the wife. This family was living under
plastic sheets over halfbuilt walls, because they
did not have enough money to finish the house.

1 20000

Figure 3.2. Total Productive Days and Total Income (Rs) Across Households
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As number of working days increases, so does
income. In a cash wage economy this is logical
and should hold. It is alSo clear that households
with children put in less productive time and
therefore earn less than households that have all
adults. Not all households with adults only have
all working adults. There are cases, where
children of 17-22 are still being educated and do
not work. The average annual household income
is 309 l0 rupees. For households with adults only,
it is 31963 and for those with children itis29623
rupees, a difference ofabout 2340 rupees or 8 per
cent.

Looking at wage rates is important, since
Kerala is known for high wage rates. Table 3.7
gives the wage rates by group and by activity.

Table 3.7. Wage Rates (Rs) by Household
Type and by Source

Wage Rates Agricultural Non- 7o Productive
Wage agricultural Days

(4)(3)(2)( l )

With childrcn 104
Only adults 98
Total 101

92

104

28.05
24.47
26.O3
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Agricultural wage rate has been calculated
using only those who work as daily wage labour,
such as the coconut harvesters and others. The
households that did share cropping of vegetables
have been left out of this. Their income per
productive day in this type of agriculture works
out to 74 rupees, much lower than the daily wage
rate in agriculture. This is net income, since their
cash expenditure on inputs into the share cropping
enterprise, mostly seed and pesticides, were also
noted.

So, agricultural and non-agricultural wage
rates are quite similar. The small difference
between the agricultural wage rates for those with
children and those without is entirely due to the
coconut harvesters getting coconuts in addition to
cash wage, and most of them in this sample are
men with children in their households.

There is a difference between the kind of
non-agricultural work that households with
children and those without any have accessed.
Those with children tend to work a little more,
but tend to be paid less per day in the
non-agricultural category. A difference of 23
rupees per day of work is quite significant. The
reason is largely that adult children in the
household tend to have more skilled work, such
as auto driver and conductor, which also pays
better than daily wage labour in construction.

There are a few reports of non-agricultural
daily wage work being done for the 'union',

usually of a manual type, such as loading material
on trucks. These wage mtes are typically much
lower than market rates, about 85 rupees.

The difference between overall wage rates
between men and women is staggering. Men earn
105 rupees per productive day, while women earn
24 rupees. This is mainly because the only
non-agricultural wage work that women have
accessed is stone crushing in the nearby quarry,
which pays about 20-30 rupees per day, along
with some occasional nursing, babysitting, and
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domestic service. No woman has steady work.
The tailor and weaver, both women, earn
occasionally, and wage rates for both work out to
about 32 rupees per day. It is not clear how the
overall situation of women in this sample should
be characterised. For women with some basic
education to have no better prospect than work at
25 rupees a day can hardly be an incentive.

Even for men, with much higher wage rates
than anything to be seen in tribal Orissa, there is
deep lack of opportunity of steady long term
employment. As a result, the number of days
worked remains very low. Annual household
income of about 30000 rupees is not a great deal,
and it is not a wonder that most of the households
that had a debt at the beginning of the study, had
not repaid it by the end of it. We shall see in the
next section how the third piece of data, on food
intake, fits into the overall picture ofpoverty.

Food Intake

The food basket in these households is very
different from those in tribal Orissa. Rice is the
main staple, with some tapioca being used as a
cereal substitute. But there is much more regular
intake of milk, edible oil (usually coconut), sugar,
tea, fish, eggs, and of course, coconuts. Usual
fruits are eaten, banana, jackfruit, mango, being
the most common. Food is cooked in many
different ways; rice is boiled, but also made into
dosa, puttu, idly and so on. Pulses are eaten in
some amounts, toor, moong and urad being the
mostcommon. They arecooked as sambar, mixed
with rice to make idly or dosa and so on. Very
occasionally some wheat chapattis are eaten.
Vegetables are fried in small amounts of coconut
oil. The food here resembles the more commonly
eaten 'meal' in the Indian context. A cereal staple
along with a few side items made of vegetables
and pulses. Fish is eaten almost every day, meat
only occasionally and eggs once in a while.
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None of the households in this sample grow
any of their own food. Almost all the food eaten
at home is purchased. Occasionally a few
vegetables will be grown in a backyard, along
with some bananas and coconut. There are some
oddities here. All the food eaten on each day is
purchased on that day. This includes rice. Only
edible oil might be purchased in somewhat large
amounts, sufficient for 2-3 days of use. Coconuts
are stored at home and rarely purchased. There is
a lot of give and take of coconuts that is hard to
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keep track of. But it appears that it all eventually
evens out among the households. The daily
purchase of rice came as a surprise and it is still
not clear why this practice is followed.

AII households put together spent 53 per cent
of their total income on food.

The per capita per day intake ofcalories from
food cooked at home is given in Figure 3.3.
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Cereals, rice, tapioca, and a small amount of
wheat flour, contribute about 78 per cent of the
total home food calories here, lower than in the
two Orissa villages. Milk, sugar and edible oil
contribute I 1.33 per cent, and coconuts 3.78 per
cent to the home intake. Non-vegetarian items
contribute less than one percent.

There is some outside food consumption.
Liquor is very occasional, and only in certain
households. Meals are eaten outside sometimes.
However, many households purchase cooked
items like dosa, idly and puttu, along with biscuits
and mixture on a fairly regular basis. These
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As can be seen, the highest intake is still well
below the 24OOkcal mark. Households with only
adults consume more per capita per day than those
with children, as they should, no matter how low
the total intake.a

The sample average per capita intake is 1537
kcals, the average for households with only adults
is 1652 kcals, and that for households with
children is 1454 kcals. The average peak to trough
difference is about 300 kcal, making it the flattest
food intake profile so far. There is a small dip in
the summer months. None of these households
touch the levels of consumption shown by the
Upper Godala tribals. The Kerala sample intake
is closerto thelevels seenin Sanabaleshwar(1584
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calories form about 4.43 per cent of the total
intake. Again, in functions like marriages and
funerals, we have estimated calories per meal
served where possible.

The prices of all items were taken from the
daily data. These sample households mostly
purchase rice from the open market and not from
the fair price shop. Only 5 per cent of the rice
consumed athome came from the ration shop. The
rest was purchased in the open market. The reason
for this is apparently the very poor quality ofrice
available in the ration shop. But the price
difference is very large. Price ofration rice varies
from 3 to 8 rupees, with a weighted average of
4.80 rupees a kg calculated from the data on
purchases. Market price was 14 rupees a kg
through the year. On the average, there werc223
rice purchases per household during the year and
34 percent ofthe households purchasedrice more
than 300 times. In most likelihood, this is due to
the high dependence on daily wage work. Lump
sum payment required to buy large quantities of
rice from ration shops are not favoured by such
households.

There is another possible grouping in
Muttakaud, as mentioned earlier, of the
households that practice worship relatively more
than others. Somewhat arbitrarily, this line of
separation has been set at 70 days ofworship per
year per household. This was of interest since we
observed that some of the poorer households used
the Pentecostal church as a back up arrangement
for lack or inadequacy of home food. Table 3,8
gives the various groupi and their average per
capita per day intake (kcal).

We have included outside food in the
calculation of total intake, giving the complete
picture of calorie intake of the whole sample. The
total average is slightly higher than home food
alone, 1603 kcal. The highest consumption is by
the group that has only adults in the households,
the least by those who worship more than 70 days
per year. There are 13 households that have both
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'handicaps'; they worship more and they have
children, and give a per capita per day figure for
total intake (home and outside) at a meagre 1308
kcal.

Table 3.8. Average Per Capita Per Day Intake from
Home and Outside (kcal) of Various Groups

HouseholdType No. of Home
Households Intake

(kcal)

Only Adults
with children
More Worship
Less Worship
Total

1652 t722
1454 t5t'l
1357 t433
t632 1694
1537 1603

It can be seen that the Pentecostal church is
much needed for those that do worship more, even
though it makes a difference of only 76 calories
in the average. However, on the days on which
there is no food at home. it makes the difference
between starving and not.

There is a small difference between the
households with only adults and the rest. The
calorie contribution from cereals is slightly lower
in the adult households, with more coming from
milk, sugar and edible oil.

These consumption levels should ring bells.
One could understand such numbers in the
context of Sanabaleshwar, where there was
rampant illiteracy, very poor access to all manner
ofreSources, and the apparent difficulty faced in
setting these up in any easy fashion, given its
remote location. But this is Kerala. 45 minutes
from Trivandrum city, with high education levels
compared to any other place in the country and
access to just about every kind of resource that
can be made available, such as roads, education
andhealth care. Yet this is the picture thatemerges
ofhouseholds that are landless and dependent on
non-agricultural work to sustain themselves.

Figure 3.4 gives an idea of how household
level food intake relates to productive time spent.

Total
Intake
(kcal)

(4)(3 )(2)( l )

27
5 5

2 l
39
60
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Figure 3.4. Distribution Across Households of Average Food Intake (kcal)

and Percentage Productive Days ofTotal Days
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The three households which are close to the
3000 kcal mark belong to households that held
marriage functions. As productive time goes up,
so does food intake. However, it is not'a simple
relationship, and there is a spread across the line
that is dictated by the particular circumstances of
each individual household. However, the basic
trend holds and gives a 2-tailed Pearson
correlation significant at the 0.05 level. This is
true of per day per capita income and food intake
as well.

The difference between the households with
only adults andthose with children becomes clear
from this as well. They work less and they also
eat less.

In the next section we shall make some
comparisons among these three samples, two
from Orissa and one from Kerala.

IV. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Having studied the details of occupation,
income and food intake of these three samples, it

is possible to make the broad conclusion that the
poor eat when they work. When they do not work,
they also do not eat. This is true of both the
illiterate marginal farmers of tribal Orissa and the
semi-urban literate landless poor of Kerala. The
nutrition data from the National Sample Survey
Organisation regarding household consumption
and expenditure may be seen in this light. The
employment status of the lower 40-50 per cent
households, falling in the bottom few categories
of the NSSO monthly per capita expenditure
categories, should be examined on the basis of
this insight. This paper provides a strong
indication that falling food intake ofthe poor also
implies large scale unemployment. The
employment of women should be very carefully
examined in this context, since in this study, their
ability to find sustained productive work is seen
to be extremely low.

Table 4.1 summarises the findings and adds a
dimension that helps us to compare the relative
poverty status among these three groups.
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Table 4.1. Relative Poverty Status of the Three Samples

645

Sample Productive Per Capita Per
Days Day Food

Proportion (%) lntake (kcal)

Per Capita Per Per Capita Per Price of 100
Day Income Day Food kcal (Rs)

(Rs) Expenditure
(Rs)

(6)(s)(4)(3)(2\( l )

Muttakaud (Kerala)

Upper Godala - tribals (Orissa)

Upper Godala - total (Orissa)
Sanabaleshwar (Orissa)

26.02
41.04
3r.26
33.02

1603
1958
t817
1584

25.40
6.73
7.00
6.10

I1.70
2.95
3.09
2.90

o;73
0 .15
0. 16
0.  l8

By the norm of 24OO kcal/capita/day, all these
households are very poor. However, they still
need to be compared. This is a study of poverty,
and its relative measurement. Table 4.1 shows
that the Kerala households work the least, eat the
least, and pay the highest price for food. The best
off are the tribals of Upper Godala who work the
most, eat the most, earn at the lower end, but also
pay the lowest price for food. Sanabaleshwar
works moderately, eats the least, and pays
somewhat more than Upper Godala for their food.

The one common factor that easily created a
normative comparison was the calorific value of
home food and its price. The price of 100 kcal of
home food brings into it both the intake and the
price offood as seen by the households during the
study period. The comparison between the
various samples then becomes easy. We use it to

calculate an implicit infl ator for the three samples.

The price of 100 kcal of home cooked food
was calculated by applying the reported purchase
prices for all food commodities from the daily
data to the quantity of these items cooked.
Basically, the same prices have been used to value
the daily food items that were used to impute
income. Only rice has been applied an average
price. A monthly weighted average of all rice
price seen in that month was applied to all rice
consumption at home in that month (the same was
used to impute income from rice harvest in
Orissa). Prices of some items bought in bulk
stayed constant through the study year, such as
cooking oil, sugar and tea. For items not bought
or sold, such as ragi and foraged roots in the Orissa
villages, market rates have been applied.

Table 4.2. Implicit Inflators and Adjusted Prices of Food

Sanabaleshwar Upper Godala Upper Godala
(Tribals) (All)

Muttakaud

(5)(4)(3)(2)( l )

Implicit inflator: price of 100 kcal
Actual per capita per day income (Rs.)
In constant Muttakaud food prices (Rs.)

Actual per capita per day food exp (Rs.)
In constant Muttakaud food prices (Rs.)

Actual wage per productive day (Rs.)
In Constant Munakaud food prices (Rs.)

4-06
6.  l0

24.78

2.90
11.77

t8.M
74.87

4.87
7.00

34.09

2.95
t4.36

16.86
82.11

4.56
6.73

30.70

3.09
14.09

2t.54
96.22

1.00
25.40
25.40

I 1.70
11.70

92.68
92.68



Table 4.2 shows the implicit inflator of the
Orissa villages with the Muttakaud price of 100
kcal of home food as base (l) and calculates the
adjusted per capita per day income, food
expenditure and implicit wage rate for them. It
can be seen that in real terms, Upper Godala is
doing slightly better than Muttakaud in terms of
both income and wage rates. The tribals of Upper
Godalahave a smaller adjusted implicit wagerate,
but work far more days than the people of
Muttakaud. Sanabaleshwar and Muttakaud spend
about the same amount on food, with very similar
levels of intake. All samples have spent about the
same proportion of their income on food.

Relative poverty assessment of this kind leads
to surprising results. When the study first began,
the Kerala sample was expected to give some
inputs to how a backward area like tribal Orissa
could plan for non-agricultural development,
with work in the non-farm sector becoming
available at higher wage rates. It was also
expected to show the ways in which education has
brought economic gains to the poorer population
of Kerala.

By the end of the analysis, it was very hard not
to point to the lessons learnt from tribal Orissa.
Good land and watermanagement leading to long
term employment in agriculture leads to
reasonable income and food intake levels. The
very important role played by the public
distribution system in keeping the prices of
essential commodities within relatively easy
grasp of the tribals, contrasts with the disastrous
impact of its inability to deliver to expectation in
Kerala. If most of the households in Muttakaud
had been accessing ration rice, the inflators would
have nearly halved, presenting a very different
situation. In terms of calorific value, there is no
difference between market and ration rice, as long
as the grain is not rotten.

Upper Godala has also benefited by
government job creation programmes in
increasing cash income, pushing up purchasing
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power at crucial times of the year. Muttakaud,
while highly literate, has been unable to access
employment opportunity to any significant
degree. Education does not automatically lead to
better employment, nor does it create
employment commensurate with levels of
education. So, willingness to work is not a
sufficient condition for prosperity in a
non-agrarian setting. Job creation becomes an
outside factor, not controlled by the local
populous. Capital, in such systems, must come
from elsewhere. If it has not happened in Kerala,
with an educated work-force ready and willing to
work, what does it portend for the rest of India?

Agriculture, on the other hand, is capital in
hand. The harder you work at it, the better it yields.
Some of the necessary resources are also under
local control, such as water and labour. With new
methods of water shed management, high
yielding seeds and intelligent cropping, much can
be done to increase the productivity of land,
entirely by local initiative. This can be done with
even low levels of education. Home grown food
plays a huge role in keeping food intake from
slumping to levels that lead to malnutrition. In its
absence, the landless must be provided with either
better paid sustained opportunities of
employment, or with acceptable public
distribution food support. Muttakaud falls
through the cracks on both counts.

Unemployment of formidable degrees is
another insight from this study. In the Orissa
villages it can be seen from the fact that when
there is work, non-productive activities ofroutine
nature, such as housework, are easily managed in
a much smaller amount of time during the day.
People are usually not working because there is
no work. In the Kerala households this was made
explicit during data collection. There are limits to
which people can go to seek work and in the
villages studied here, those limits have been
reached and are demonstrated. The Sundhis and
SCs of Upper Godala will go further than the
tribals, but the number of days for which thev can
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do this is still limited. Some amount of disguised
unemployment exists in a subsistence agricultural
economy. For example, farmers in
Sanabaleshwar will go to their lands and do
something, anything, even when it is not a
necessary task, rather than simply sit at home.
This is the main difference in the roles played by
women in the two State samples. An agrarian
economy creates some space for women to
contribute productively to the household
enterprise, while continuing to take care of home
and children. This is not the case in a non-farm
daily wage employment scenario. The lack of
opportunity hits all in this case, women being the
worst off in every respect.

There is no doubt that basic education and
health facilities must be made available to all
irrespective of what they do and where they live.
However, there must be a clear understandine that
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poverty alleviation is about creating work for a
major part of the year and at wages that
sufficiently exceed the price of food.

It is hoped that this study has illustrated the
basic features ofthe linkages between productive
time, income and food intake in sufficient detail.

NOTES

l. As an interesting aside, it is noted that all those working
for this study in Orissa were men, while in Kerala they were
all women. This was not by design.

2. Some Aspects of Tribal Economy - A Case Study of
Koraput District, Jagabandhu Samal, Ph.D. thesis submitted
to University of Poona, April 1992.

3. Quarterly Bulletin of Economics and Statisrics of the
Bureau of Economics and Statistics of Maharashtra, Volume
5, Issue 3,  Pp.  l2-13.

4. There was no report of midday meals being served in
school. Most children ate a meal at home before going to
school.


